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ABSTRACT
I wish to pay a tribute to Ibn cUsfur, whose name 
is mentioned in most of the grammatical works, such as:
by editing "al-Muthul cala Kitab al-Muqarrab".
I have divided this thesis into three chapters:
In the first I deal with the biography of 
Ibn cUsfur, and with a brief statement about the 
political and cultural influences that surrounded his 
life.
Ibn c Usfur, the bearer of the banner of Arabic in 
«
his time in al-Andalus, was born in Seville in the year 
597 / 1200. He studied Arabic and literature in 
al-Andalus until he had mastered them, having studied 
there under a group of great scholars. Of these were the 
teacher Abu cAli al-Shalawbin head of the grammarians in 
al-Andalus, and the teacher Abu al-Hasan al-Dabbaj Shaykh 
of al-Andalus.
He then began to teach in his country, teaching 
grammar for a while. After that a quarrel with his 
master took place which made him leave his native town,
xvi
Seville, and travel throughout al-Andalus, staying in 
several towns and studying under many scholars. Many 
students came to him for study and to aquire benefit 
from his knowledge.
Later on he crossed the sea to Ifriqiya and stayed
in Tunis, highly respected by the Hafsid Caliph,
• •
al-Mustansir bi 'Llah. On returning to his own country 
he again travelled throughout al-Andalus. Then he 
passed over to al-Maghrib, staying in Sala.
At the invitation of the forementioned Caliph he 
returned to Ifriqiya, and settled in Tunis where he died 
in the year 669 / 1271.
Ibn c Usfur grew up in Seville which was at that 
time the centre of the Almohad government in al-Andalus. 
In the year 643 / 1245 Seville came under the rule of 
the Hafsids. In the year 647 / 1248 Seville fell to the
4 4
Christians.
With regard to the cultural life no one denies the 
Almohads' care for culture, and the great efforts they 
made to nourish it.
With regard to the Hafsid state in which
• *
Ibn cUsfur was highly considered and respected all its 
rulers were highly educated, therefore they facilitated 
the coming of the Andalusians in large numbers to 
Ifriqiya and al-Maghrib.
X V I 1
Besides this Seville the birthplace of Ibn c Usfur 
had flourished at the time of Banu cAbbad 
414-484 / 1023-1091, and remained for half a century the 
brilliant centre of literature, verse and prose in 
al-Andalus.
So it was not strange that Ibn c Usfur became known
«
as a scholar, jurisprudent, grammarian, linguist, 
historian, and poet.
This chapter is preceded by an introduction, 
showing the high standing of Ibn c Usfur among the other 
grammarians.
In the second chapter I deal with the works of 
Ibn cUsfur, and their importance in Arabic grammatical 
studies.
Al-Shaykh al-Ghubrini says:
"The works of Abu al-Hasan - meaning Ibn c Usfur - in
•  s
Arabic are considered to be some of the best and the 
most dignified subjects and compilations".
In fact I am fortunate because I managed to have 
photocopies of all the manuscripts, which I was in need 
of in my thesis, by going - at my own expense - to 
Istanbul, Baghdad, and by the help of a relative and his 
friend.
Those photocopies which I have helped me in
discovering secrets about the works of Ibn c Usfur, such
«
"Sharh al-Muqarrab" and
— i_____«__________________________
"al-Muthul c ala Kitab al-Muqarrab" are the same work
by Ibn c Usfur, and not different works as is
mentioned in "al-Muqarrab", pt. I, pp. 16, 17.
"Sharh al-Muqarrab" is complete, and not as is
mentioned in many references: "Ibn c Usfur did not*
finish "Sharh al-Muqarrab". In my opinion their 
compilers knew only the copy of Fas, since the 
following is written on its title page:
s  /
I have discovered other copies of "al-Muqarrab", 
which are not mentioned by any compiler.
I have discovered that the first book of the 
manuscript 1071 / Asir Efendi is not "al-Muqarrab" as
t —
is mentioned by Brockelmann and Rescher, but a book 
by Ibn Malik al-Andalusi.
I have discovered another copy of
"al-Tadrib fi Muthul al-Taqrib" in Beyazit Umumi / 
Istanbul, which is not mentioned by any compiler.
As for the other works of Ibn cUsfur I have
0
found the following:
The correct pronunciation of "al-Hilaliya" on 
grammar, and the occasion upon which it was compiled. 
This new information was found by the trustworthy 
Ibn Qunfudh. The other compilers do not know
xix
anything about it.
2. What "Idah al-Mushkil1 deals with. It is
a commentary on "al-Mughrib" by al-Mutarrizi. While
mmmm *
Qabawa says: "Perhaps it is one of the commentaries 
on 1al-Jumal'"; and Kahhala says: "It is on grammar".
3. Editors of "al-Muqarrab" in pt. I, p. 17 say that
"al-Sharh al-Kabir" is "Sharh al-Muqarrab". This is
incorrect because "al-Sharh al-Kabir" which is also
called "Ahkam Ibn c Usfur" is one of the three • *___
commentaries by Ibn cUsfur on "Jumal al-Zajjaji".
The third chapter is the edition which deals 
with many points of Arabic grammar, with examples of 
correct usage.
In my edition I have followed this way:
1. I have copied the text carefully in my own
handwriting, and I have done my best to present it
in a good way in regard to vocalization and
punctuation.
2. I have shown the difference among the manuscripts
exactly as it is in regard to vocalization.
3. I have explained the words and expressions which I
think are in need of explanation.
4. I have clarified the quotation
by mentioning what comes before or after it in
XX
"al-Muqarrab" when it is in need of clarity.
5. I have tried to give more explanations of the 
grammatical points by referring to other references.
6. I have mentioned the metre of the poetic grammatical 
examples.
7. I have given a brief definition to the proper names, 
and names of the cities that occur in the text.
Finally, and with respect to the years that 
occur within the whole thesis I have added the 
Christian date, and put it between two brackets when 
it is not mentioned by the reference.
xx i
INTRODUCTION
Ibn c Usfur kept close to his teachers in 
al-Andalus until he had mastered Arabic and literature, 
then he began to teach.
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi says: "He was the most 
patient person, never wearying in his reading"; many 
confirmed this.
Al-Ghazzi says: "He was a leader in grammar, no 
one could keep up with h i m " .
Ibn cUsfur became an outstanding scholar in Arabic 
and literature, and his compilations on these two 
subjects acknowledge that high position.
Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi says: "His 1Muqarrab1 on 
grammar is a proof of his mastery of Arabic".
Al-Ghazzi says: " 'Al-Muqarrab1 is a comprehensive 
work which caravans carried far and wide".
Ibn Sacid al-Mudliji says in his note on his 
teacher Ibn c Usfur: "I brought with me from Ifriqiya the 
book 1al-Muqarrab1 which is on grammar; it then was 
received with great pleasure and respect from every 
side".
Qabawa says: " 'Al-Muqarrab1 is the most famous
XXII
book of Ibn c Usfur; its fame spread in the East and 
W e s t " .
Abu Hayyan al-Andalusi says:
" 'Al-Mumtic fi a l - S a r f  is the best of what is compiled
9
on this art in its arrangement, rectification, 
classification and making others understand".
Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi says: "Ibn ^Usfur's 
compilation on morphology is great and useful".
Al-Hajj Khalifa says: " 'Al-Mumtic fi al-Sarf' is•  *____
the best medium-sized book on morphology, rarely does 
one find a grammatical book which does not have some of 
its matters".
cAbd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi quotes from
"Dara'ir al-Shicr" and "Sharh al-Idah" in his famous > —  * * »
work "Khizanat al-Adab".
Al-Ghubrini says: "Ibn c Usfur is worthy of having 
his statements preferred to those of other grammarians".
Ibn c Usfur was the most brilliant student of 
Abu cAli al-Shalawbin, but when he became independent 
and sat for teaching, al-Shalawbin tried to lower his 
dignity. The following story confirms this:
Once the teacher Abu Jacfar al-Labli had read to 
him the verse of Imru'u '1-Qays:
X X 1 1 1
He then asked his students: "What is the operative
in this adverb?" meaning They disagreed with
/
each other. He said: "Enough, this verse was read to 
our teacher Abu cAli al-Shalawbin, and he asked us the 
same question, then he said to us: "When you go out ask 
that ignorant man - meaning Ibn C’Usfur".
m
When we went out we all came to him in the mosque 
surrounded by a large group, talking about rare points 
of grammar. We did not dare to ask him because of his 
solemn appearance and impressive character, so we went 
away".
This high standing which Ibn ^Usfur enjoyed 
overwhelmed the Islamic world in the East and West, so 
the judge Nasir al-Din Ibn al-Munayyir, judge of 
Alexandria, considered him the seal of the grammarians 
when he lamented him in these two verses:
xxiv
But this wide reputation induced some of 
Ibn cUsfur's Andalusian contemporaries, and those who 
came after him to envy his great fame, so Ibn al-Zubayr 
says: "The teacher of Arabic has nothing to benefit from 
except for Arabic, and he is not qualified for anything 
else"; other grammarians did not agree with him.
Ibn Malik defamed his knowledge, and sometimes 
ascribed to him ignorance and lack of accuracy.
Abu Hayyan decried Ibn c Usfur's imitation of the
m •
old scholars because of ignorance.
There are many scholars who criticized
"al-Muqarrab" such as: Ibn Hisham, Ibn al-Hajj,
Ibn al-Da'ic , Ibn al-Khazraji in his compilation
"al-Manhaj al-Mucarrab fi al-Radd c ala al-Muqarrab", and
Hazim al-Qartajanni in his book 
« «
"Shadd al-Ziyar c ala Jahfalat al-Himar".
After that Ibn al-Azraq started to put down the
value of Ibn c Usfur, and to assert that Ibn al-Da'ic put 
• •
down the fame of Ibn c Usfur, then he recites:
'£ U J>!> <
XXV
But all what is mentioned about Ibn cUsfur could4
not lower his standing in the history of Arabic grammar. 
Al-Maqqari commented on those criticisms by saying that 
they are full of confusion, then he recites:
CHAPTER I
THE BIOGRAPHY OF IBN CUSFUR 
AND
A BRIEF STATEMENT 
ABOUT
THE POLITICAL AND CULTURAL INFLUENCES 
THAT SURROUNDED HIS LIFE
2Ibn cUsfur 
597 - 669 
1200 - 1271
Abu al-Hasan, *Ali Ibn Mu'min Ibn Muhammad Ibn CAli 
• #
Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn *Umar Ibn *Abd Allah
m * «
Ibn *Usfur al-Hadrami al-Ishbili, who is known as 
• • « —
Ibn *Usfur.
#
Al-Ghubrini a contemporary of Ibn cUsfur says:
- -  -  W
"Everyone who studied under Abu *Ali al-Shalawbin in his
country was commendable, and from my point of view the
greatest of these were two men: The teacher Abu al-Hasan
*
(meaning Ibn cUsfur) and the teacher Abu al-Hasan (sic)
# •
-
Ibn Abu al-Rabi* . The more important of the two was the
1. This is how the name is mentioned in the MS.
#»
"al-Muqarrab" which is -in Suleymaniye/Laleli/3523.
Al-Zirikli in "al-A*lam", 1st ed. says:
"*Ali b. Musa" instead of "Mu'min".
Brockelmann in "Tarikh", pt. V, p. 366 says:
"Abu al-Hasan *Ali b. Mu'min b. Muhammad b. c Usfur
—  • *
Farhun al-Ishbili al-Hadrami".
•  *  0
Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi in "al-Dhayl", vol. V,
pt. I, p. 413 says: "Ibn *Abd Allah b. Manzur b. cUsfur 
.  * #
al-Hadrami".
• *
2. ^Umar b. Muhammad al-Azdi al-Shalawbini or
•  — ■*
al-Shalawbin.
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
3. ^Abd Allah b. Ahmad Abu al-Husayn Ibn Abu al-Rabic
_  m *
al-Qurashi al-Umawi al-Ishbili.
Al-Suyuti, Bughyat al-Wu^a, ed. Ibrahim, pt. II, p. 125.
3teacher Abu al-Hasan Ibn *Usfur, and I do not think that 
* *
there was anyone greater than him among the last of the 
teachers.
He brought together - may God have mercy upon him -
memorizing, perfection, conception and eloquence. He
memorized and understood what he memorized, and was able
to express what he had in his mind, and this is the aim.
(1)But there are few who can unite all these".
Ibn *Usfur cAli Ibn Mu'min, the well-known esteemed 
#
scholar, bearer of the banner of Arabic in his time in
(t)
al-Andalus, was born in Seville in the year 597 / 1200.
He studied Arabic and literature in al-Andalus until he 
had mastered them, having studied there under a group of 
great scholars. Of these were the teacher Abu fAli 
al-Shalawbin head of the grammarians in al-Andalus, and 
the teacher Abu al-Hasan al-Dabbaj Shaykh of al-Andalus.
It was known that al-Shalawbin and al-Dabbaj were 
among the most celebrated grammarians of the time of
1. *Unwan al-Diraya, p. 318.
2. At the beginning of this year a frightful event, the 
great flood, occurred in Seville, the like of which 
had not been heard of before.
<Inan, Dawlat al-Islam fi al-Andalus (al-fAsr III,
pt. II) - cAsr al-Muwahhidin wa Inhiyar al-Andalus 
♦ 0 •
al-Kubra, p. 256.
3. *Ali b. Jabir al-Imam al-Ishbili al-Lakhmi al-Nahwi. 
Al-Suyuti, Bughyat al-Wu^a, ed. Ibrahim, pt. II,
p. 153.
4Ibn <Usfur, so he acquired from them what others could not 
acquire.
Ibn cUsfur kept close to al-Shalawbin for nearly ten 
years, during which he obtained much, till he completed 
with him the study of "Kitab Sibawayh". He then began to 
teach in his country, teaching grammar for a while. After 
that a quarrel with his master took place which made him 
leave his native town, Seville, and travel throughout 
al-Andalus, staying in several towns and studying under 
many scholars.
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi says: "He was the most patient 
person, never wearying in his reading"; many confirmed 
this.
Al-Ghazzi says: "He was a leader in grammar, no one 
could keep up with h i m " .
He stayed some months in Jerez, Malaga, Lorca and 
Murcia where he taught the Qur'an and grammar; many 
students came to him for study and acquiring benefit from 
his knowledge. There he dictated his commentaries on 
"al-Jumal", "al-Idah", "Kitab Sibawayh" and "al-Juzuliya";
he dictated all these from memory, the most useful 
commentaries of their kind.
This life of a travelling teacher helped Ibn ^Dsfur 
to keep in touch with many students of Arabic, and it was 
taken for granted that everyone who read under Ibn cUsfur 
was worthy of praise. The most outstanding student who
5-  -  “ ( f )was influenced much by him was Abu Hayyan al-Andalusi.
One of the best of all his students in knowledge, temper, 
kindness, leadership and dignity was the jurisprudent 
Abu Zakariya al-Yifrani.^
Later on he crossed the sea to Ifriqiya and stayed
in Tunis a little. Being close to al-Amir Abu cAbd Allah
 (3) _
Muhammad Ibn Abu Zakariya' Ibn Abu Hafs he moved with him 
to Bijaya, where he stayed for a period of time.
He then returned to the capital of Ifriqiya and
gathered great rewards from the Commander of the Faithful
al-Mustansir bi 'Llah, the forementioned Amir, who read 
#
under Ibn cUsfur before the transfer of the emirate to
9
him, and who considered Ibn *Usfur one of his closest
9
companions.
On returning to his own country he again travelled
throughout al-Andalus and visited Lorca. Then he moved
to the west and passed over to al-Maghrib, staying in 
Sala.
At the invitation of the Hafsid Caliph
9 9
al-Mustansir bi 'Llah he returned to Ifriqiya and settled
9
1. Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Gharnati, Athir al-Din. 
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
2. Yahya b. *Ali.
Al-Maqqari, Nafh al-Tib, vol. IV, p. 146.
3. Yahya b. *Abd al-Wahid.
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
6in Tunis where he died in the year 669 / 1 2 7 1 . ^
1. This biography is a summary taken from:
§ Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi, al-Dhayl, vol. V, pt. I, 
pp. 413-414. ---------
& Al-Baghdadi (Isma*il), Hadiyat al-*Arifin, vol. I , 
p. 712. —
% Brockelmann, Tarikh, pt. V, pp. 366-367.
% Al-Ghazzi, Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
% Al-Ghubrini, <Unwan al-Diraya, pp. 317-319.
& Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali, Shadharat al-Dhahab,
pt. V , pp. 330-331.
% Ibn Qunfudh, al-Wafayat, p. 331.
% Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi, Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, 
pp. 184-185.
% Ibn *Usfur :
0
* Al-Mumtic , pt. I, pp. 4-6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, pp. 7-15.
% Ibn al-Zubayr, Silat al-Sila, pp. 142-143.• •
& Kahhala, M u cjam a l - M u 'allifin.
• * _______iijiun—
% Qabawa, Ibn *Usfur wa '1-Tasrif, pp. 43-62.
& Al-Suyuti, Bughyat al-Wu*^, p. 357.
0
% Taskopru Zade, Miftah al-Sacada, pt. I, p. 141. 
f  *
% Troupeau, El, n. ed., vol. Ill, p. 962.
% Al-Zirikli, al-A^lam, 3rd ed.
7There are many different opinions about the year of 
his death, the place in which he died and the way in which 
he died:
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi says: "Al-Shaykh Taqi al-Din
- ~Tv r
Ibn Taymiya claimed that Ibn *Usfur was pelted with bitter
#
oranges in a drinking party until he died". This was in 
the year 669.
Al-Suyuti supports that story and says: "He died on
m
24th Dhu '1-Qacda in the year 663 (1264). They say also: 
'In the year 6 6 9 1 " .
Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi says: "He died at home in
• ^—m
the old city of Tunis on Saturday afternoon
24th Dhu 11-Qa*da in the year 659 (1260), and was buried
the same afternoon".
Al-Zarkashi says that on Sunday night
25th Dhu ’1-Qacda in the year 669 the teacher, the
grammarian Abu al-Hasan Ibn cUsfur died in Tunis. The
* «
cause of his death was that one day Ibn cUsfur came upon
the Sultan while he was sitting in Abu Fihr's gardens in
al-Qubba which overlooks the large watering trough. The
Sultan then said to him boasting of his state: "Our state
has become great!" Ibn cUsfur replied: "By us and the
♦
like".
1. Ahmad b. cAbd al-Halim.* +
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
The Sultan kept this reply in his mind, and when 
Ibn cUsfur got up to go away the Sultan ordered some of 
his men to throw him fully dressed into the forementioned 
trough (that day was very c o l d ) , and not let him get out, 
pretending to play and joke.
When he came out he caught cold and a high fever 
from which he suffered for three days. Then he died, and 
was buried in the cemetery of Ibn Muhanna near the 
cemetery of al-Shaykh Ibn Nafis, to the east of Yantajml 
gate one of the old city's gates. His grave is still to
be found in Suq al-Qumash, and the cemetery was at that
. — (1)
time next to Jamic al-Zaytuna.
Ibn Qunfudh says: "In the year 669 the teacher 
Abu al-Hasan cAli Ibn cUsfur, the grammarian was drowned 
in Tunis".
Finally, editors of "al-Muqarrab" say: "The report
Ct) -------------
of Ibn Maktum in the introduction of "al-Muqarrab" (MS.)
is the most reliable and trustworthy, because of the
proximity of Ibn Maktum to the period of Ibn *Usfur, and
because Ibn Maktum studied under Abu Hayyan al-Andalusi,
M
one of Ibn ^Usfur's students.
1. This summary is taken from:
Tarikh al-Dawlatayn al-Muwahhidiya wa '1-Hafsiya, 
p . 39 .
2. Ahmad b. cAbd al-Qadir.
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
9The report says: 'Ibn cUsfur died in Tunis on
#
Saturday 24th Dhu 11-Qacda (A.H. 669)'".
From what preceded two points - became clear:
1. The date of the death.
2. The cause of the death.
Regarding the first, the preponderant date is 669. 
Concerning the second, two stories were narrated:
1. The story of the drinking party.
2. The story of the Sultan.
As for me I do not believe the story of the drinking
party because:
Firstly - Ibn *Usfur is mentioned in many references as
Secondly - It is unreasonable that such a professor as
Ibn cUsfur was pelted with oranges in a drinking 
party, because it is known that he was 
a dignified esteemed scholar, highly respected 
and considered by others. The following story 
confirms this:
Once the teacher Abu Ja<far al-Labli 
(Ahmad Ibn Yusuf) had read to him the saying of 
Imru'u 11-Qays:
al-Shaykh, al-Imam, the virtuous man and the 
j urisprudent.
1. Diwan, p. 236.
10
He then asked his students: "What is the operative 
in this adverb?" meaning " «ij " . They disagreed with each 
other. He said: "Enough, this verse was read to our
teacher Abu ’cAli al-Shalawbin, and he asked us the same 
question".
At that time Abu al-Hasan Ibn cUsfur was skilled
« *
and had become independent and sat for teaching, and 
al-Shalawbin was trying to lower his dignity. He 
(al-Shalawbin) said to us: "When you go out ask that
ignorant man" meaning Ibn cUsfur.
0
When we went out we all came to him in the mosque 
surrounded by a large group, talking about rare points of 
grammar. We did not dare to ask him because of his 
solemn appearance and impressive character, so we went 
a w a y . ^
In this case I agree with Qabawa who says: "It is
possible that the Sultan had fabricated and spread the 
story of the drinking party and the oranges among the 
people, to conceal the death of Ibn cUsfur because of his 
ugly joke. This story perhaps went on till it reached 
Ibn Taymiya and others.
If this is correct, Ibn cUsfur died because he was
0
thrown into the water of the large trough, and because of 
this Ibn Qunfudh says: 'Abu al-Hasan Ibn cUsfur, the
grammarian was 'drowned in T u n i s '".
1. Al-Maqqari, Nafh al-Tib, vol. II, pp. 209-210, 208.
11
It was known that Ibn cUsfur was also a poet, and 
here are two verses bv him:
Editors of "al-Muqarrab" say - according to what 
Ibn Maktum mentioned - that Ibn cUsfur extemporized these 
two verses without preparation.
They say also: "Ibn al-Wardi mentions that
Ibn €Usfur used to dye his hair and beard with henna, and 
*
for this reason he composed these two verses".
Although Ibn cUsfur composed these two verses, I 
still think he was not so impious as would appear from 
his own verse.
When Ibn cUsfur died the judge Nasir al-Din 
• *
Ahmad Ibn Muhammad who is known as Ibn al-Munayyir, judge 
of Alexandria, lamented him in these two verses:
C, j
0 - ^ - 3  £ p \
/  -
(I)
1. They say also:
2. cUmar b. Muzaffar.
Al-Zirikli, a l - A clam, 3rd ed.
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Ibn al-Azraq (Muhammad Ibn cAli) recites in his 
book "Rawdat al-Aclam" the previous verses thus:
T  i u J ;  Jii
V , t I /
OfJ  r?
1. Al-Maqqari, Nafh al-Tib, vol. II, pp. 701, 699.
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A Brief Statement 
about
the Political and Cultural Influences 
that surrounded the Life of 
Ibn cUsfur
Ibn cUsfur grew up in Seville which was at that
time the centre of the Almohad government in al-Andalus.
But when this.immense state became weak because of the
continuous quarrels surrounding the succession to the
caliphate, Seville finally came in the year 643 / 1245
under the rule of the Hafsids who separated Ifriqiya from
* *
the Almohad state in the year 628 (1230), and made it 
independent under their own rule. In the year 647 / 1248 
Seville fell to the Christians.
In regard to the cultural life no one denies the 
A lmoh a d s 1 care for culture, and the great efforts they 
made to nourish it. Their age was one of the richest in 
the history of al-Andalus and al-Maghrib in cultural 
movements, because of that scientific tendency which 
dominated most of the caliphs, and had a great effect on 
attracting well-known scholars, writers-and thinkers to 
the Almohad court, both in Marrakush and Seville.
With regard to the Hafsid state in which Ibn cUsfur
* •  *
was highly considered and respected all its rulers were 
highly educated, therefore they facilitated the coming of 
the Andalusians in crowds to Ifriqiya and al-Maghrib, 
such as Abu Zakariya' who brought a great number of
14
writers, scholars and men of letters, such as Ibn eUsfur 
and many o thers.
with famous jurisprudents and men of letters, such as the
traditionist Abu Bakr Ibn Sayyid al-Nas, the teacher
Ibn cUsfur, the eloquent clerk Abu *Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbar,
Muhammad Ibn cAbd Allah, and such professors. This showedft
his eagerness for learning and literature, and his 
appreciation of their men.
Besides all of these Seville the birthplace of 
Ibn *Usfur had flourished at the time of Banu cAbbad 
414-484 / 1023-1091, and remained for half a century the 
brilliant centre of literature, verse and prose in 
al-Andalus.
Seville became as well the most famous capital in 
the peninsula during the reign of the Almohads, not only 
for its sciences and arts but also for its buildings. It
Congregational Mosque, came after the mosque of Cordova. 
That mosque was celebrated for its lofty minaret which
remains one of the greatest Andalusian monuments.
1. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ishbili.
• •
Al-Ghubrini, cUnwan al-Diraya, p. 291.
2. This brief statement is taken from:
% Ibn Qunfudh, al-Farisiya, pp. 27-29, 112-113, 123.
His son al-Mustansir bi 'Llah was accustomed to sit
was known that its great mosque, " I the
U )
(continued)
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On the whole, all the previous factors and events 
helped to form and build the character of Ibn cUsfur
al-Ishbili, so it was not strange that he became known as
the learned man, jurisprudent, grammarian, linguist,
historian and poet.
Footnote 2 continued:
% cInan, Dawlat al-Islam fi al-Andalus:
* A l - cAsr II - Duwal al-Tawa'if, p. 433.
* A l - cAsr III, pt. II - cAsr al-Muwahhidin
♦ * • »
wa Inhiyar al-Andalus al-Kubra,
pp. 68, 328, 471, 380, 486-487, 644-726
CHAPTER II 
THE WORKS OP IBN CUSFUR
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Al-Shaykh al-Ghubrini says:
"The works of Abu al-Hasan (meaning Ibn *Usfur) - may God
• *
have mercy upon him - in Arabic are considered to be some 
of the best and the most dignified subjects and 
compilations".^
Ibn *Usfur left a considerable number of useful 
«
works. These are the following:
1. cUnwan al-Diraya, p. 318.
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I- AL-AZHAR
It is mentioned by:
ft Al-Baghdadi (Ismaci l ) ^
~  -  (I)
ft Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
ft Ibn cU s f u r ^ ^
ft Qabawa
In fact I have not found any book by Ibn c Usfur 
bearing this title.
1. Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I , p. 712.
2. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
3. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 5.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 13.
4. Ibn € Usfur wa 'l-Tasrif, p. 49.•  *
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II- DARA'IR AL-SHICR
It is mentioned by:.
& Ibn c Usfur
6 Qabawa
CS)* Sesen v J
s t
This work was printed in Cairo in the year 1980 
edited by Ibrahim Muhammad.
* Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 15:
. S u m .
Al-Baghdadi quotes from it in 1 al-Khizana" .
Ibn «Usfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 52:»  » *•
^ 2 ^ n -  It is a book on poetic licences. 
Nawadir al-Makhtutat, vol. I, p. 135:
• L / ^ j  -J c^#4eJ| j fj.*   U  ii I
I ^ iJLUl V/VV\o r
. C c j V Vo di T  <l-\\ v-aoj ^  \ • >n rr-
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III- AL-HILALIYA
It is mentioned by:
   (1)
& Al-Baghdadi (IsmaCil)
-  U )
& Al-Ghazzi
d Ibn Qunfudh
-at)
6 Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
6 Ibn cUsfur
& Qabawa
. . T (9J& Al-Z l n k l i  T
1. Hadiyat a l - €Arifin, vol. I , p. 712:
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45:
n J U W j .
3. Al-Farisiya, p. 127:
S u m .
In this year - meaning 664 (1265) - the leader 
Hilal one of al-Mustansir's great mawlas died. He 
was great in bravery, generosity, appreciating 
scholars, showing sympathy for the poor, modesty, 
loving others and kindness. He performed memorable 
deeds, so for him and in his name the teacher 
Ibn c Usfur composed "al-Hilaliya" on grammar.
4. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185:
5. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 13:
^ ) *
6. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 56:
7. A l - A clam, 3rd ed.
J
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IV- IDAH AL-MUSHKIL* • mm
It is mentioned by: 
(1)& Brockelmann v,y
d Ibn cUsfur
£> Kahhala
• •
- (^)6 Qabawa ^
1. Tarikh, pt. V, pp. 366 , 247-248:
S u m .
"Idah al-Mushkil" is a commentary on "al-Mughrib"
by al-Mutarrizi. "Al-Mughrib fi Tartib al-Mucrib" is
a lexicon arranged under the first letter, and it is
taken from al-Mutarrizi1s missing book "al-Mu*rib"
* ^
which he compiled for jurisprudents.
"Idah al-Mushkil" is to be found in the Ambrosian♦ *  mmm___
library (in Milan) under n. (153).
2. Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 5:
Perhaps it is one of the commentaries on "al-Jumal".
3. M u cjam a l - M u 'allifin:
not finished.
4. Ibn eUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 49.
• •
V- INARAT AL-DAYAJI
It is mentioned by:
   (1)
ft Al-Baghdadi (Ismacil)
ft Al-Ghazzi 
ft Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
ft Ibn cUsfur
ft Qabawa ^5)
I have not found any book bearing this title either
by Ibn *Usfur or any other author.
«
1. Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712.
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
3. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
4. * Al-Mumti* , pt. I, p. 5:
Perhaps it is a commentary on "al-Idah". 
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14.
5. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 49:
Perhaps it is one of the commentaries on 
"Jumal al-Zajjaji".
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VI- AL-KAWKAB AL-SA'IR
It is mentioned by:
CD6 Brockelmann
6 Ibn eUsfur
& Qabawa <3)
0f>& Sayyid
Tarikh, pt. V, p. 367:
^ ,-cVJ ( y  A r * , with a commentary by
Sadaqa b. Nasir b. Rashid al-Hanbali. He compiled it
• * mmmrm *
in the year 1016 / 1607: Mashhad 12/30 n. 106.
Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
v^J ;— •
Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 56:
Fihrist al-Makhtutat (1936 - 1955), pt. II, p. 271:
, ,  : ^ J -3 !
*— I I  C *  I < x i ______________ ijjp* I
*- / ^ 1 J  / ^
- A copy written in Maghribi script, completed on
Tuesday at the beginning of Safar in the year 
1249 (1833). It comprises (4) folios and its lines
are different in number.
15x22 cent. £ 5758 3
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VII- AL-MIFTAH
It is mentioned by: 
- c m  , <-*>Al-Baghdadi (Isma*il) 
I)
Cl)
“  C 2.Al-Ghazzi
$> Ibn Qunfudh
_ - (If.)
6 Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
6 Ibn cUsfur
6 Al-ZiriklT
I have not found any book called "al-Miftah" by 
Ibn cUsfur.
1. Hadiyat al-cArifin, vol. I, p. 712.
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
3. Al-Wafayat, p. 331.
4. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
5. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 13.
6. Al-Aclam, 3rd ed.
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VIII- MUKHTASAR AL-GHURRAMBA # BHMS
It is mentioned by:
$ Al-Ghazzi ^
& Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
6 Ibn cUsfur
6 Qabawa
I have not found any work by Ibn cUsfur bearing 
this title "Mukhtasar al-Ghurra".
1. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
2. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
3. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14.
4. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 53.m *
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IX- MUKHTASAR AL-MUHSIBA
It is mentioned by:
6 Al-Ghazzi ^
— •> (f.)
& Al-Hajj Khalifa
— — C3)
£> Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali
-  <M-\
$ Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
& Ibn cUsfur
6 Qabawa
-  -  (?)6 Al-Suyuti vr
, - » „ . w& Taskopru Zade
1. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45:
2. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. II, p. 1612:
Sum.
^ 1___ __3 ^ ____ _^  I is by Ibn Babashad
Tahir b. Ahmad the grammarian who died in the year 
469 (1076); he has also a commentary on it.
Ibn cUsfur abridged r   _____^ -i*) .
3. Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331:
Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185
Al-Mumtie , pt. I, p. 6:
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14:
Ibn cUsfur wa 'l-Tasrif, p. 53: 
(sic) , _ '
Bughyat al-Wuca, p. 357:
C ^ j J \
Miftah al-Sa^ada, pt. I, p. 141:
(continued)
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Footnote 8 continued:
i * i * {I \ Made him satisfied
C J u S ^ P  f *. Li LiJ ;^ Made me satisfied.iT * * ■*
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
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X- AL-MUMTIC FI AL-TASRIF
It is mentioned by:
& Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi
* Al-Baghdadi (Isma*il)
* Brockelmann
6 A 1 -Gha z z i
& Al-Hajj Khalifa
6 Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali
<b Ibn Qunfudh
-r W& Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
6 Ibn cLJsfur
1. Al-Dhayl, vol. V, pt. I, p. 414:
His compilation on morphology is great and useful.
2. Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712.
3. Tarikh, pt. V, p. 367:
a degree that he always had it with him:
Damad Zade 1748 (1721); Dimashq cUmumiya 2004.
4. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
5. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. II, p. 1822:
It is the best medium-sized book on morphology. 
Rarely does one find a grammatical book which does 
not have some of its matters.
6. Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331.
7. Al-Wafayat, p. 331.
8. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
9. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, pp. 7-9:
S u m .
Abu al-Hasan compiled the book "al-Mumti*"
Abu Hayyan admired it to such
(continued)
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* Ibn al-Zubayr ^ 0 )  
6 Kahhala
Footnote 9 continued:
and presented it to al-Amir Abu Bakr
c Abd Allah b. Abu al-Asbagh, ruler of Ronda for
Ibn Hud.
Ibn cUsfur in this book explains the matters 
of al-sarf in detail, and supports that 
explanation with reasons, proofs and grammatical 
examples. Therefore it is one of his famous books, 
and one of the best expanded books on al-sarf; it 
is rare even to find a book by a modern scholar 
which does not have its matters.
Abu Hayyan the grammarian admired it very 
much, preferred it to other books and always had 
it with him because it is as he says: "The best of 
what is compiled on this art in its arrangement, 
rectification, classification and making others 
understand". Abu Hayyan made on it many important 
comments, then he abridged it in a book called 
"al-Mubdic fi al-Tasrif".
The copies of "al-Mumtic " are:
(a) A copy in Fayd Allah library in Istanbul, 
under n. 20 52.
(b) A copy in Murad Mulla library in Istanbul.
(c) A copy in Khizanat Shaykh al-Islam c Arif Hikmat 
in al-Madina al-Munawwara, under n. 48.
(d) A copy in the library of al-Qarawiyin.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, pp. 11, 12:
Finally "al-Mumtic " was printed in two parts in
Aleppo in the year 1390 / 1970, edited by Qabawa
10. Silat al-Sila, p. 143.
11. * Mu^jam a l - M u 1allifin.
* Al-Muntakhab, p. 58.
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6 Qabawa ^
6 Sayyid 
ft Al-Suyuti
Cl£)
6 Taskopru Zade v J 
s
* Troupeau 
$ Al-Zirikli
12. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 55.
13. Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwara, pt. I, p. 402: 
Two photocopies of the copy in Fayd Allah library, 
under ns. 19, 20.
14. Bughyat al-Wuca, p. 357.
15. Miftah al-Sacada, pt. I, p. 141.
16. El, n. e d . , vol. Ill, p. 962.
17. Al-A^lam, 3rd ed.
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XI- AL-MUQARRAB FI AL-NAHW
It is mentioned by:
  - - (i)
& A l - A n s a n  al-Marrakushi
& cAbd al-Hamid
<*s Al-Baghdadi (Ismaeil)
fy Brockelmann C4/0
ds Dar al-Kutub ^ 5 )
& Al-Ghazzi
1. Al-Dhay1, vol. V, pt. I, p. 414:
His "Muqarrab" on grammar is a proof of his mastery
of Arabic.
2. Miftah al-Kunuz al-Khafiya, vol. I, p. 174, n. 1612.
3. Hadiyat al-cArifin, vol. I, p. 712.
4. Tarikh, pt. V, pp. 366-367:
Topkapi Saray 2199 (see: RSO 728 IV) 2261;
Atif Efendi 2621 (see: 493 V M F O ); Asir Efendi
—  i
1071 A (see: 516 V MFO); Asafiya 2/1658 n. 68 
(al-Muqaddima); Ahmad Taymur Pasha, Majallat 
al-Majmac a l - cIlmi a l - cArabi in Damascus 3/341; Patna 
1/174 n. 1612; Yeni Cami 1107; Cairo Awwal 4/113; 
Bankipore 2090.
He - meaning Ibn cUsfur - has a commentary on 
1 a 1-Muqarrab" entitled "al-Muthul": Asir Efendi 
1071 B. There is a commentary on it as well by an 
unknown person written in the year 748 / 1337:
Jamie al-Qarawiyin in Fas 1187.
Abu Hayyan Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Gharnati (who 
died in the year 745 / 1344) abridged it in a book 
entitled: "Taqrib al-Muqarrab": Paris 4815.
5. Qa'ima Bibliyoghrafiya, p. 35:
4951 al-Maghariba.
6. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45:
(continued)
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A Al-Ghubrini 
A Al-Hajj Khalifa
A Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali
A Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi d O )
A Ibn cUsfur ( 1 D
A Al-Juburi 0 & )
Footnote 6 continued:
S u m .
It is a comprehensive work which caravans 
carried far and wide. Ibn cUsfur commented on it 
but did not finish it.
7. c Unwan al-Diraya, p. 318:
It is an excellent book.
8. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. II, p. 1805:
9. Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331.
10. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185:
They say that all its definitions are taken from 
"al-Juzuliya".
11. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
S u m .
B a h a 1 al-Din Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Nahhas 
and Taj al-Din Ahmad b. cUthman al-Turkumani 
commented on it; and some modern scholars have 
many comments on it. This book was printed in 
Baghdad edited by al-Jawari and al-Juburi.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 22:
S u m .
Al-Amir Abu Zakariya ordered Ibn cUsfur to 
compile this book.
12. ' Fihris al-Makhtutat a l - cArabiya, pt. Ill,
pp. 351, 352:
N. Z  1429 J  .
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& Kazimi
6 Al-Macluf
crv-;
as)
$ Al-Maqqari
06)
6 Ahmad; Nadwi
6 Al-Mihi; al-Biblawi 
6 Qabawa
(t?)
13. Fihrist- Kutub cArabi-Farisi wa U r d u , vol. II, 
p. 1658:
68 / V "  f &
14. Majallat al-Majmac a l - cIlmi a l - cArabi, vol. Ill, 
pt. XI, p. 341:
Al-Macluf mentions it under the title:
al-Khizana al-Taymuriya".
15. Nafh a l-Tib, vol. Ill, p. 184:
I brought with me from Ifriqiya the book "al-Muqarrab" 
which is on grammar; it then was received with great 
pleasure and respect from every side.
16. Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian Manuscripts,
vol. XX, p. 104:
N. 2090. A rare work on grammar.
17. Fihrist al-Kutub a l - cArabiya, pt. IV, p. 113:
Two copies: 459; 79.
18. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 53:
spread in the East and West. There were two books 
entitled "al-Muqarrab fi al-Nahw" before Ibn cUsfur: 
One of them is by al-Mubarrad and he has a commentary 
on it, and the other is by Ibn Hisham
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Lakhmi al-nahwi who died in the* * WMM *
year 5 7 0 ( 1 1 7 4 ) .
"Khaza'in al-Kutub a l - cArabiya - min N a f a ’is
It is the most famous book of Ibn cUsfur; its fame
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c w6 Rescher
* c • C20)5 Sayyid
$ Al-Suyuti 
$ Sesen (1C)
i » /* 2)
* Taskopru Zadef
6 Troupeau C LHr)
6 Al-Zirikli
19. * M F O , vol. V , fasc. II, p. 493:
2621: K. el-muqarrib fi ’nnahw.
In the same reference and on page (516) 
there is:
1071: a) K. el-muqarrib.
b) K. el-matal (sic) e ala K. el-muqarrib.
* R S O , vol. IV, p. 728:
Under the title:
"Arabische Handschriften Des Top Kapu Seraj" there 
is :
120) 2199. K. el-muqarrib fi 'nnahw.
121) 2261. Id.
20. Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwara, pt. I, p. 398:
166 - A photocopy of: Ahmad III 2 261.
167 - A photocopy of: Dar al-Kutub 1990 nahw.
168 - A photocopy of: Fayd Allah 2206 (sic).
169 - Another copy of the previous one.
170 - A photocopy of: Dar al-Kutub 459 nahw.
21. Bughyat al-Wuea, p. 357.
22. Nawadir al-Makhtutat, vol. I, pp. 135, 136:
Corum, n. 2752.
$
23. Miftah al-Sa^ada, pt. I, pp. 141, 196.
24. El, n. ed., vol. Ill, p. 962:
K. al-Mukarrib fi 11-nahw.
• •
25. A l - A clam, 3rd ed.
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In regard to the libraries in Turkey I heard that 
a change had happened to them in connection with 
combination and attachment to Suleymaniye library.
To make sure of this 'I sent a letter to 
Professor Dr. Jale Baysal, who specializes in 
library science at Istanbul University, asking her for 
details. Here is her reply:
3 S t
Istanbul Universetesi 
Edebivat Fekultesi 
Jr li t u ph an c c i 1 i k B o 1 vmu 
Pen Fak.PTT, istanbul
May 14, 1979
Miss Path!eh Tawfia Salah.
Ada Lewis House 
1 Dalmeny Avenue 
London N7 OLD, England
Dear Miss Salah,
In reply to your letter of April 2d, 1979» I have 
applied to the Suleymaniye Library in Istanbul. Since 
you have been doing a doctoral study, taking into 
con.sidera.tion of the topic of your thesis, I have 
thought that you might need a more detailed informa­
tion about some of our libraries, the manuscript 
collections of which are either combined or attached 
to the Suleymaniye Library in Istanbul.
Enclosed I am sending you three publications, the 
smallest one b e i n g  a guide the libraries in Istan­
bul and others giving information abdut our richest 
manuscript library, that is the Suleymaniye Library. 
You will notice that the last two publications mention 
about the libraries of Murat Molla, Yeni Cami, etc. 
as indicated on your letter.
Briefly, I wish to add that on March 3» 1924 +he 
"Lg.w on the Centralization of Education" was issued 
in Turkey and in relation with this law,the collecti­
ons of our old foundation(vakif) libraries have zone 
under the control of the Ministry of Education. Anot­
her law was also issued in 1Q27 which made it obliga­
tory to transfer the collections of some of the reliari 
ous institutions (tekke and zaviye as we say) to the 
Ministry above. These were the attempts to collect
3 5 &
the valuable manuscript collections in better orga­
nized libraries where they could be kept and evalua­
ted better. Suleymaniye Library has become the center 
organized to this effect since 1924 during the Repub­
lican Period. The collection and organisation of 
these materials continue and presently Suleymaniye 
Library is attached not to the Ministry of Education 
but to the Ministry of Culture.
I hope that I have answered your questions satisfac­
torily. If you need more help that I can offer, please 
do not hesitate to write avain.
Yours sincerely,
Dr.Jale Baysal
Professor 
Head of the Depr-r+ment 
of Library Science, 
Istanbul
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Later on I found myself obliged to go to Istanbul
to look into the works of Ibn c Usfur which I had read
about in several references, and to photocopy what I was
in need of. So in July 1979 I went there and saw the
manuscript collections of many libraries preserved in
Suleymaniye library, such as Sehid Ali Pasa, Laleli,
* t
Yeni Cami, Asir Efendi, Besir Aga Eyyub and many others.
In Istanbul I had the chance to look into all the 
copies of "al-Muqarrab" which are mentioned before 
besides the following:
6390 - Beyazit Umumi.
0 2026 - Feyzullah.
<p 3523 - Suleymaniye/Laleli.
<p 2527 - Suleymaniye/Sehid Ali Pasa.
t t
1107 - Suleymaniye/Yeni Cami:
I photocopied this manuscript in order to help 
me in investigating
"al-Muthul cala Kitab al-Muqarrab", the subject 
of my thesis.
In Suleymaniye library I asked for the manuscript
1071/Asir Efendi and found that it comprises two books 
s
without mentioning A or B. To my surprise I realized 
that the first book is not "al-Muqarrab", but a book by 
Ibn Malik al-Andalusi because at the end of it (p. b 105) 
the following is written:
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r H  A— ijJ -*
^ J I  o u r
 ^ lA il 4«** >— M ^ ■-<.•.■£ yyfc-* /uJ*l '-<UfcC /V*^
r ^ * 1! fU - H  x ts A i- -  -  A— ^1  , - A *  -  c A ^ U J j l  ' 'L i t ^ 1
4j|*»i>^a fail* ^_i-6> ^ /ii?il
✓ ( v c v v . )  ^ ‘O L — j  *.— J  > t A ^ s i    _» « * f * •>
. Z— 1 — * ^ U * J |
What made the authors call this book "al-Muqarrab" 
is that on the title page there is:
U /
iil
m
|i.ii.. ■ t  I »^1
“^ J l  O 6 v l j ^ 1
A < ^ *  * *£ t
From my point of view the thing that brought these 
two books together is that the copyist 
cAbd Allah Ibn cAbd a l - cAziz Ibn cAbd al-Rahman 
al-Raldawi wrote them both in his own handwriting.
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XII- AL-MUQNIC
It is mentioned by: 
A Brockelmann- ^
6 Ibn cUsfur ^
& Qabawa ^
1. Tarikh, pt. V, p. 366:
Jami* al-Qarawiyin in Fas 1195.
2. Al-Mumti* , pt. I, p. 6.
3. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 55.
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XIII- AL-SALIF WA 1L - CIDHAR
It is mentioned by:
& Al-Baghdadi {Ismacil) (1)
6 Al-Ghazzi CZ')
6 Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi Cl)
& Ibn cUsfur C*^) «
6 Qabawa CS)
* Al-Zirikli
I have not found any book bearing this title.
1. Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712:
c j ^ y \  ii
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45:
 M .
3. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
4. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 5.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14.
5. Ibn *Usfur wa 'l-Tasrif, p. 50.
6. Al-A€lam, 3rd ed.
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XIV
6
*
&
$
*
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
SARIQAT AL-SHUCA R A 1
It is mentioned by:
Al-Ghazzi ( V
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
Ibn c Usfur «
Qabawa
Al-Zirikli ^
I have not found anything about this book.
Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
* Al-Mumtic , pt. i, p. 6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 15.
Ibn c Usfur wa 'l-Tasrif, p. 50. 
Al-A*lam, 3rd ed.
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XV“ £2AR? AL-ASHcAR a l -s i t t a
It is mentioned by:
6 Al-Baghdadi (Ismacil) ^
& Al-Ghazzi
& Al-Hajj Khalifa
* wmmtm
6 Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali
*
6 Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi ^5)
A Ibn cUsfur
6 Qabawa (.?)
5 Al-Suyuti
6 Taskopru Zade
Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712:
if
*
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
3. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. II, p. 1041:
 LmJlr\ .
4. Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331.
5. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
6. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
It is a commentary on the Diwans of the six poets, 
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14.
7. Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, pp. 50-51:
Ibn *Usfur did not finish it. It is a commentary on 
the Diwans of the six poets: Imru'u 'l-Qays, 
al-Nabigha, Zuhayr, ^Alqama, Tarafa and cAntara.
8. Bughyat al-Wu^a, p. 357.
Miftah al-Sacada, pt. I, p. 141.
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XVI- SHARH d i w a n  a l -m u t a n a b b i
1. * Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712.
* Idah al-Maknun, vol. I, p. 527.» •___________
2. Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45:
3. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185:
4. * Al-Mumti*, pt. I, p. 6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14.
5. M u cjam a l - M u 'a l 1 ifin.
6. Ibn cUsfur wa ’1-Tasrif, p. 52.
7. Al-Ac lam, 3rd ed.
It is mentioned by:
- - - - ( D
& Al-Baghdadi (Ismacil)_
& Al-Ghazzi
- . — C3)
& Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi ^
& Ibn cUsfur
& Kahhala
& Qabawa
6 Al-Zirikli
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XVII
&
&
*
*
6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
SHARH AL-HAMASA
mmmm * *
It is mentioned by: 
Al-Ghazzi ^
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi 
Ibn SUsfur (3)
Qabawa ( & )
Al-Zirikli
Tashnif al-Masamic , p. 45.
Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
* Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6.
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 15:
;— ,1^1 ' U j j O  .
Ibn cUsfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 52:
Ibn cUsfur did not finish it. It is a commentary on 
"Diwan al-Hamasa" which Abu Tammam selected.
Al-Aclam, 3rd ed.
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XVIII- SHARH AL-IDAH
It is mentioned by 
6 Al-Ghubrini
& Ibn cUsfur
C3)& Ibn al-Zubayr
6 Qabawa
* Sesen CfD
i i
6 Troupeau
1. cUnwan al-Diraya, p. 318.
2. Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
Sharh al-Idah by Abu cAIi al-Farisi.
3. Silat al-Sila, p. 142.
4. Ibn *Usfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 51*.
S u m .
Al-Idah is a book on grammar by 
Abu cAli al-Farisi. Ibn cUsfur commented on it, and 
al-Baghdadi quotes from this commentary in 
"al-Khizana". Perhaps this book is 
" Inarat al-Dayaji1'.
5. Nawadir al-Makhtutat, vol. I, p. 135:
•• s c Ij:l I \  i 4 ^  • i
; U — r 1 “V /
•CJ^i -g. ' T m  vij T-tv .v-* • -fcV‘ev
6. El, n. ed., vol. Ill, p. 962.
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XIX-
6
&
$
<*>
<*>
6
&
*
6
$
1. Al-Dhayl, vol. V, pt. I, p. 414.
2. Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712:
3. Tarikh, pt. II, p. 174:
Leiden 43; Ambrosian 154; al-Taymuriya (see Majallat 
al-Majmac a l - cIlmi al - cArabi 3: 341).
4. c Unwan-al-Diraya, p. 318.
5. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. I, p. 603:
6. Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331:
(sic)
7. Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185.
8. * Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6:
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 13.
SHARH AL-JUMAL LI 'L-ZAJJAJI
It is mentioned by: 
Al-Ansarl al-Marrakushi ^  
Al-Baghdadi (Isma^il)
Brockelmann
T - <J+)A l - G h u b n n i
CS)Al-Hajj Khalifa v y 
Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali 
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi m
Ibn cUsfur 
Ibn al-Zubayr (q)
Kahhala (10)
* *
9. Silat al-Sila, p. 142. * ■ ^
10. Mu^jam a l - M u 'allifin.
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6 Mansur ^  
d Al-Maqqari 
d Qabawa 
* Say y id
Al-Suyuti
11. Majallat al-Majmac a l - cIlmi al - cArabi, vol. Ill, 
p t . X I , p . 3 41:
A l - M a cluf mentions it under the title:
"Khaza'in al-Kutub al-cArabiya - min Nafa'is 
al-Khizana al-Taymuriya".
12. Fihris Makhtutat, p. 277:
N. 4192.
13. Nafh al-Tib, vol. Ill, p. 184.
14. Ibn cUsfur wa ' 1-Tasrif, pp. 51-52:
"Al-Jumal" is a famous book on grammar. Ibn cUsfur 
commented on it three times:
- The first is nal-Sharh al-Kabir" which is also— m •
called "Ahkam Ibn cUsfur". It is a long detailed 
commentary. Abu Hayyan the grammarian abridged it 
and called it "al-Mawfur min Sharh Ibn cUsfur".
- The second is Ual-Sharh al-AwsatM .r — ■
- The third is "al-Sharh al-Saghir".
15. * Fihrist al-Makhtutat (1936 - 1955), pt. II, p. 60:
< - X S  • N . C  6398 H 3 .
* Fihris al-Makhtutat a1-Musawwara, pt. I, p. 386:
70 - A photocopy of: Yeni Cami 1073.
71 - A photocopy of: Al-Taymuriya 332 nahw.
16. Bughyat al-Wuc a, p. 357:
S u m .
17. Nawadir al-Makhtutat, vol. I, p. 135:
(continued)
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( i  8 J
6 Taskopru Zade 
& Troupeau 
* Al-Zirikli
Footnote 17 continued:
> " U - M  vjii?1!
• • ci I scs*S>tsj4 J-'U' JLs -u f : /— L# I
;u— - c j L J i w  j o /  Jt. c
Jr-s5, V 1 1 v- • C-^vv.'i.o) ^ ''ti
18. Miftah al-Sacada, pt. I, p. 141:
v j> <  •
19. El, n. ed., vol. Ill, p. 962.
20. A l - A clam, 3rd ed.
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XX- SHARH KITAB SIBAWAYH
It is mentioned by:
® Al-Ansari al-Marrakushi 
6 Ibn cUsfur
$ Ibn al-Zubayr
& Qabawa
( 5 )6 Troupeau
1. Al-Dhayl, vol. V, pt. I, p. 414.
2. Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6.
3. Silat al-Sila, p. 142.
• »
4. Ibn c Usfur wa 'l-Tasrif, p. 52.
5. El, n. ed., vol. Ill, p. 962.
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XXI- SHARK AL-MUQADDIMA AL-JUZULIYA
It is mentioned by: 
ft Al-Baghdadi (Ismac il)
ft Al-Ghazzi
-  C3)ft Al-Hajj Khalifa
, - - (£+.)
ft Ibn a l - cImad al-Hanbali
ft Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi
ft Ibn cUsfur
ft Ibn al-Zubayr
Hadiyat a l - cArifin, vol. I, p. 712:
<2^ * *
Tashnif al-Masamie , p. 45:
* J .
Kashf al-Zunun, vol. I l r p. 1801:
Ibn cUsfur did not finish it. His student 
al-Shalawbin al-Saghir Muhammad b. cAli al-Ansari
■ ■■■ * ■ - lm 9 *
completed it.
Shadharat al-Dhahab, pt. V, p. 331:
^  Z r ^  ■
Fawat al-Wafayat, pt. II, p. 185:
.
* Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 5:
* Al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 14:
• ____________
"Al-Muqaddima al-Juzuliya" is by Abu Musa c Isa 
b. cAbd a l - cAziz al-Barbari al-Marrakushi 
al-Juzuli. It is marginal commentaries on the 
book "al-Jumal11 by al-Zajjaji, and it is 
called "al-Qanun".
Silat al-Sila, p. 142.
- ff?)
* Kahhala voy * «
& Qabawa (V
6 Al-Suyutl
6 Taskopru Zade C11) 
*
6 Troupeau H D
8. M u cjam a l - M u 'a l 1 ifin:
9. Ibn cUsfur wa 11-Tasrif, p. 50:
10. Bughyat al-Wuca, p. 357:
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XXII
1. Tarikh, pt. V, p. 366:
It is rajaz on grammar with a commentary:
Al-Ribat 264.
«
2. Al-Mumtic , pt. I, p. 6.
3. Ibn *Usfur wa '1-Tasrif, p. 50.
• *
- AL-SILK WA 1L - CUNWAN WA MARAM AL-LU ' LU ' 
WA 1L - CIQYAN
It is mentioned by:
C DBrockelmann 
Ibn c Usfur 
Qabawa (3)
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Finally, al-Ghubrini says in his note on Ibn cUsfur 
the following summary:
Some of my friends told me that he explained a part 
of the Holy Qur'an and followed a unique method in 
presentation as regards the words and meanings, giving 
literary examples.
Ibn e Usfur said that if time helped him and God 
supported him till he finished that commentary in that 
way it would be a treasure of the world.
He was one of those who had the ability to achieve 
this, and he was the most meritorious person in 
explaining the Book of the Most High God.
His grammatical compilations indicate that logic 
was one of his accomplishments. Therefore his 
presentation in them was good in connection with 
classification, definitions and using proofs.
On the whole he is worthy of having his statements 
preferred to those of other grammarians. ( U
1. cUnwan al-Diraya, pp. 318-319.
CHAPTER III
A CRITICAL EDITION 
OF
MUTHUL CALA KITAB AL-MUQARRAB
54
THE MANUSCRIPTS 
WHICH I HAVE RELIED UPON
What I proposed was to investigate 
"Sharh al-Muqarrab", but after looking into all the 
copies which I have I realized that "Sharh al-Muqarrab" 
and "al-Muthul ^ala Kitab al-Muqarrab" are the same work 
by Ibn cUsfur and not different works as is mentioned in
t
"al-Muqarrab", pt. I, pp. 16, 17.
Therefore I changed my mind and decided to 
investigate "al-Muthul Cala Kitab al-Muqarrab" and to 
take it as the main copy and compare it with the other 
copies.
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(1) AL-MUTHUL cALA KITAB AL-MUQARRAB/
SULEYMANIYE/ASIR EFENDI/1071:
/
M e a s . 26x18 cent.; foil. 40; Is. 26-27. The 
cover is old and the colour is a mixture of blackish 
brown and blue. The colour of the back is brown. The 
handwriting is a clear naskh, easy to read, dotted and 
partly vocalized.
There is a copy of it in the Egyptian library, 
under n. 1991 nahw, and a photocopy of it in 
the Institute for Reviving Arabic Manuscripts, under 
n. 140. ^
As this manuscript 
"al-Muthul cala Kitab al-Muqarrab" is dotted, partly 
vocalized, without much damage, naming the copyist and 
date of copying I considered it the chief copy and 
indicate it by the letter "M". A note states that it is 
copied from the original.
In the margin is a commentary on "al-Muthul" by
Abu al-Hasan Muhammad al-Warraq.« •
1. Ibn e Usfur, al-Muqarrab, pt. I, p. 17. 
♦
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_ _ _ jg^£jfe .togpSg
' e>jruL5b(JLldA_~:vJvo^aiT.
U . ^ p a ^ i ^ ^ ^ u i u > x  •< -
- ■ /T-,, 'piliTAw^v^ ifclL*^aliL ^i.
s^\ 1^-.^ ! k.~r^ /rV^gJ*1 v^ »t.^ /^ -^ UJ^T\- K r & jjiui 's£iQi^ : .
s 4 ^ ' > ~ - Z
- ^ j x *  < r ^
The Beginning (M)
. > »u^ 1-^. Ai_—-J. ^ l X 4 ^ ^ t r :-r*,-!-A>^^l»P-J
^tifc i v U l  j ji• P >^ jr-i
¥ $ n ~ n <.'.. . -n'Tt..-. .,• . -. .-. j-^- -:. . •.
e r r
. ^ < ^ lw * - s ,i«:ju v T' v  "v.-, (fr*
y < y ^ -
% '  •-
 ^ ^ a Jo^  U 1U)^ ^ j u o
^>_^* Js-)>3 J^^u3r>*5 ^jAiX-O-^l kJ ^ v ^ j o
From The MS. (M)
r-- «— • - / ^ - U ix^jS— ^ >^.^3k y^->jf*
;j* :^ eini\’*)r^ ^  ; 4 t f i L r j * 3wJ """***‘-2
j j  " “* o l wOjr*\ la£ ->
^ _  :>—  ai j L j *  aJ^>fcL^jliJ ^0>-^l-»Uj U>=»->
*-b-*0 ^  ^
■ J < u T - ) j J ^  ^*J) C>j *7* *>» ^A^—^>ALI» 2—
%=» c-il ^ojw^ ^ u -V^ *  J j i W u ?  ^ W jl^U» *^- _  “
•* J* • ^
r i»J £~» v *Sj^ ‘ >^-»^Li Lj «jjjj»
lj \isi U  Lr , -'*i* *pf^> ^Ls ^ *3
-. •» ^^ |_)**(Xj vj^~Q'i‘^3 -^ > >3>-->
r* *j ^ U“^  -L)*—*■ u^ ^^i-ujjj- J IaJ^ j^-£* £^ 1
; * ‘  >  -t U^prj-*,*
L  * lr^ -'f4^  ^
Jl^ * aJ L & J . & IJj*. 
v !,-? ^O £7-^
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(2) SHARH AL-MUQARRAB/ISTANBUL UNIVERSITY/6335:
Meas. 17x25 cent.; foil. 61; Is. 21. The 
cover is old and the colour is yellow. The colour of the 
back is brown. The handwriting is naskh; it is clear, 
not vocalized and not dotted. All the folios of the 
manuscript are stuck on other folios to maintain the 
original, and that has caused imperfection at the end of 
some lines. Besides this there is some damage at the 
beginning. The condition of the manuscript is not bad.
There are two photocopies of it: One of them is in 
the Institute for Reviving Arabic Manuscripts, under 
n. 106, and the other is in the Awqaf Public library in 
Baghdad. ^
I indicate this manuscript by the letter "Sh".
1. Ibn c Usfur, al-Muqarrab, pt. I, pp. 16-17.
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J * }  l  1  w J
L ^ ^ ' I v^J«3 ^bj
1 ^  b  v j  y  ^ o y ^ * i / T . y ^ ^
k b -.O  W J jl <}fl^ • * - s ^ - * \ i^  u I^ X l/ *  W ^
Wl-tev^rjJ  ^ pi L^i?^ xu
S’ilr^ '^ lf'-? ^ J ^y < L ^o L A ‘A-k^Jjr^j* W L-^lX^5L^lr*j
A ,  ' v  u ^ > ^ b b - = > - l
l j jJ L^i* 1 ,j*3 *>- J~>V'» ’• p>-jj* L~* L j t r -^?) L w - > ^ ! I
~ L ^ U fc ^ >
b ^ ‘ y  b  ^ u  l y  i t i ’ !
f U I l V ^ r i < J i ^ V ® f t  1 * : 1 * i i U Z J t i * > ^ b -
I ( .-•- . . - ^ . ' . •p* '  4* '
^nS*\ I ^ Ikc N  | j ‘ L J ^  * yjr**'k '
_;oi Jjua U ^ rwLslI  LA-j^'
. ^ J r ^  L v  ^  b  kJ ' - ^ • h  : i .V. J. r'--^^'
— ^ : 5 ^ 3 C - ^ 5  j i )  > r U V  A  * ; ~ j ^ L - l  s J s  y ^ j i L
^0_* y »— b L^L jo  1 b  Lr 5^—^vLLL^p^  U «*j-oA *
^ L L 2- b  4 ^ o  ^T)bj>l ^V,^Lo-UjJlL^>_,«p/jr^Z>)\
i *  ^V
' .. v  ^ ^  I ^
The Beginning (Sh)
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U  t r ' .
X jJ Uru-xaJ 1 *Ju
;llO- y ' V^>1 & * *  ^  } k r ^  b**j V$
£> a  J _ m d r i - > 1 Y < 0
X * £ *  <  ~  14 O ' O  —   —  v>
'‘’e n ^ .^ -'- . <r ' *
£ i U A \ i V  ^ i c -  L U r £ ^ 1
y ' A ' ^ ^ b O o - l ^ 3' 4 l ^ ' X o - l b / _ 0  b - j  i o = o i rj~_j 1 -> 
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From The MS. (Sh)
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i ; J  ip s >  l  Z ^ i  :
A - c A ^ p ^ v  a-y^3 4jj 1 a £ _ _ ^ L ^ = 0  I ^
*^>-\jj L?
LrO^ L%JL*^
The End (Sh)
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(3) AL-MUQARRAB FI AL-NAHW/
SULEYMANIYE/YENI CAMI/1107:
M e a s . 17^x26 cent.; foil. 175; Is. 17. The 
paper is in a very good condition. The colour of the 
cover is brown and the colour of the back is black. The 
handwriting is naskh, it is fine, clear, dotted and 
vocalized. The categories are well-arranged.
Being thus the best copy of kitab "al-Muqarrab" 
which I have seen, I photocopied it and relied on it in 
my edition indicated by the letter "Q".
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The Beginning (Q)
^  ’J 1 U J  ^  J u  J J *
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From The MS. (Q)
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a  f c K y i * & & & £ * * - * £  .
T t & y ^ z  &^ y j ^ ^ p y -  * P
J j ^ i p ^  L ' l £ ^ L j J
O p  L U  ' P J ^ J  P - t f  ^ b s ^ f  P ^ J
The End (Q)
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' " t- ' l r r / v - ^ i j ,  jj^jj
( V ^ A A ) ^ l X - j  » «  -r
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(4) AL-TADRIB FI MUTHUL AL-TAQRIB/
SULEYMANIYE/BESIR AGA EYYUB/173/1:
t
M e a s . 13*5x18 cent.; foil. 32; Is. 20-25-26-27. 
The paper is in a good condition. The cover is 
a mixture of blue, yellow and red colours. The colour of 
the back is blackish brown. The handwriting is naskh, it 
is fairly clear, dotted and partly vocalized. The 
manuscript is in a good condition.
mm ^ M
This work is by Athir al-Din Abu Hayyan 
Muhammad Ibn Yusuf Ibn cAli Ibn Hayyan al-Andalusi. He
9 •
abridged the book "al-Muqarrab" by Ibn c Usfur in 
"al-Taqrib". It then became difficult to understand, 
therefore he commented on it and on "al-Muqarrab" in this 
"al-Tadrib" of his.
There is a photocopy of this manuscript in
the Institute for Reviving Arabic Manuscripts written in
the year 718 (1318), under n. 32. ^
I have indicated this manuscript by the letter "B".
1. Sayyid, Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwara, pt. I,
_________________________ mmm^  » 4__________________ »
p. 381.
r'j''
The Title Page (B)
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t * ^ l ^ v t ^ J ^ w U U ' > c : ^ - ' ; .
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* '  V-
The Beginning (B)
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y J s *  - i  i ^
vlt —j m >w^i JU
' '« W t| - 6 /
- * v  - v r - ^ 1 -' >
^— 4LJI o v S *
; Li-ii ^  C r> 3  _^l
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The End (B)
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In Istanbul I had the chance to look into another
copy of "al-Tadrib fi Muthul al-Taqrib" in
Beyazit Umumi library/6471. There is also a copy of it
<0
in Nevsehir library/299/2.
1. Sesen, Nawadir al-Makhtutat, vol. I, p. 237.
f i  —  * •
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In the year 1978 I went to Baghdad to 
"Sharh al-Muqarrab" which is held in
the Awqaf Public library/
Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwara/45. It is 
of the one in Istanbul University, and here 
from it:
photocopy
a photocopy 
is a page
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Sharh al-Muqarrab
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Besides all these manuscripts I have a photocopy of 
"Sharh al-Muqarrab" which is to be found in 
Khizanat al-Qarawiyin in Fas/511/40.
Unfortunately I could not manage to benefit from 
this copy because it is badly damaged, the handwriting is 
not clear enough and it is incomplete at the beginning 
and the end.
On the other hand it gave me the answer to my 
continuous question: Why do some references say:
"Ibn c Usfur did not finish 'Sharh al-Muqarrab'?". In my 
opinion their compilers knew only this copy since the 
following is written on its title page:
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Sharh al-Muqarrab 
The Title Page
I  ti "*1
% n £ t  i f  . 4
ifPltiftt
Sharh al-Muqarrab
From The MS.
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THE VALUE 
OF
AL-MUTHUL CALA KITAB AL-MUQARRAB
The value of this manuscript is based upon the 
following:
Firstly - The high reputation of the compiler himself, 
Ibn c Usfur, the well-known esteemed scholar 
and Shaykh of the grammarians in his time. 
Secondly - The value of "al-Muqarrab" itself, that is:
1 - It starts with the definition of grammar;
the definition of speech and its 
divisions; al-i*rab: The definition of 
al-icrab, cases of al-icrab, signs of 
al-i^rab and the places in which nouns and 
verbs are inflected by a case of al-icrab, 
such a s : The noun is in the nominative 
case if it is, for example, the subject of 
a verbal sentence or the subject of 
a nominal sentence. This is a clear and 
logical way of presentation.
2 - After mentioning the rules of the word
when it is composed with other words it 
mentions the rules of the word itself in 
regard, for example, to being inflected or 
uninflected. Starting from the whole to 
the part is the best way of understanding 
and the modern method of teaching.
3 - The definitions that occur in
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"al-Muqarrab” are quite accurate and completely 
obvious.
4 - Those definitions in spite of being clear are
explained word by word and step by step in 
a logical way, such as what is to be found in 
the category of "wonder".
5 - It follows up the lexical meanings of the
articles and their usage, and it deals fully 
with their rules. This is as what is to be 
found in the category of 
"kana and its sisters".
6 - It cares much about the meanings specially in
the category of "the verbal nouns" and 
"exhortation".
7 - It gives reasons and explanations, such as:
Diptote takes the place of the verb in not 
having the nunation and not being in the 
genitive case.
Thirdly - The way that Ibn c Usfur follows in commenting 
on "al-Muqarrab":
1 - He quotes the difficult terms and explains
them in a clear statement and a clear 
s tyle.
2 - He clarifies the difficult words in a way
easy to understand.
3 - During his explanations of the grammatical
points he presents many examples taken from 
the Qur'an, readings, Tradition, poetry, 
proverbs, speech of the Arabs and sayings
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of the grammarians.
4 - Sometimes he gives the lexical meaning of the word
that occurs in the grammatical example.
5 - He puts questions and gives the reply in a logical
w a y .
6 - He mentions the opinions of the grammarians and
prefers one to another and gives reasons for that.
7 - He refutes the opinions of some grammarians and puts
forward reasons.
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THE METHOD 
I HAVE FOLLOWED IN EDITION
I shall not say all I did because edition is a very 
huge task, therefore I shall confine myself to mentioning 
the main points only and the points that occur several 
times.
I - I have copied the text carefully in my own
handwriting, and I did my best to present it in 
a good way in regard to vocalization and 
punctuation.
II - I have shown the difference among the copies
exactly as it is in regard to vocalization.
III - I have explained the words and expressions which I
think are in need of explanation.
IV - I have clarified the quotation
«• m
by mentioning what comes before or after it in 
"al-Muqarrab" when it is in need of clarity.
V - I have tried to give more explanations for the
grammatical points by referring to other 
references.
VI - As for the poetic grammatical examples I have
followed this way:
1 - I have mentioned the metre.
2 - 1  have arranged the references that mention the 
example thus:
Al-Muqarrab (Q), al-Tadrib (B), the Diwan, 
al-Kitab - because most of the references 
repeat what is written by "Sibawayh" - then
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according to the letters of the alphabet.
3 - If there are two references bearing the same title
and by one author I have arranged them according to 
the letters of the alphabet of their editors.
4 - If there are two references bearing the same title,
the same author and one of them carries an editor 
and the other does not I have arranged them 
according to the edition which is older.
5 - If there are more than one reference and by one
author I have arranged them according to the letters 
of the alphabet of their titles.
6 - I have arranged the lexicons according to their
titles.
7 - If there are two references bearing the same title,
the same author and by different editors the one 
which I have used much I have not mentioned in 
detai1 .
8 - If there are many authors having the same surname I
have not mentioned the name of the one whose work I 
have used much.
9 - Concerning the verse itself I have compared what is
mentioned in the references with what is mentioned 
in the text, and I have put down the difference 
exactly as it is in regard to vocalization. This 
means that I took the text as a measure because not 
every verse is mentioned in a diwan.
10 - I have not repeated the points which are mentioned
in the references. This means that I have mentioned
the point once only.
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11 -  
12 -  
13 -
14 -
15 -
VII -
VIII
IX -
X -
I have tried to put down all that is taken from 
the references exactly as it is in regard to 
vocalization.
If there is a word left by the references without 
explanation and I think it is in need of that I 
have explained it at the end of the footnote.
What I meant by "sum." is:
(a) Taking the chief points only.
(b) The quotation is not in succession. That is 
not line by line or word by word.
I have not used "sum." with lexicons.
I have mentioned the pages of the references 
according to the quotation.
In general I have followed this way with all 
the examples.
With regard to the references that mention the 
verses of the Qur'an I have arranged them in the 
same way, but I started first with 
"The Message Of THE QUR'AN".
I have given a brief definition to the proper 
names and names of the cities that occur in the 
t e x t .
"Not clear enough" means:
(a) A letter of the word is not understood.
(b) The letters of the word are clear but the word 
has no meaning.
(c) The ink is faint.
On the whole I have not used "sic" with the
manuscripts because the ancient handwriting differs from 
the handwriting nowadays.
With respect to the years that occur within the 
thesis I have added the Christian date and put it between 
two brackets when it is not mentioned by the reference.
s S r . L j ' ' ^ j U
f U f J i
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M
Sh
Sh
M
Sh
Sh
f— 1 .  * • CfU/P # Sh
£ 1 y
_ ^ l
I # Sh :/y ■
: Not clear enough.
4^r I
9Cv / /
/U / v r : Father of the Arabs 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
M = XJ*\
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• *
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^ U \ u
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S
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1. Sh
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3. Sh
4 * —
5. Sh
6 . Sh
7. M
8 . M
9. Sh
10. M
L >  : Not clear enough.
I
P / > La-<J* : Not clear enough. 
/ * \  • • • • Damage.
Z J L l i  : Missing.
'tr
/ V ^ j l ‘ - : Damage.
* #
  J
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(J)
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(0 x
i i j j  a
I j  /U ^ J i ^pi II A il;
L
o /
X X , / /
W
< w
^ - U I  <J- lX » j  <" <Jj
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/— J ^ L >  < ^ ( m JI u t f  J>] ' r'V'tx’f
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1. Sh
2. Sh
3. Sh
4. Sh
5. Sh
6 . Sh
1 ' Sit
8 . Sh
9. M 
10 . M 
11. Sh
^  « «* cJLJU : Damage.
: Not clear enough.
•» A * ■ • •
I ^ f a A : Damage; and after 
is to be found.
L ^ J > ^ — r
the word
O'*! ll
'Ld
Itl~> 
r b J
- u l ^  -
Damage.
Not clear enough.
Damage.
Not clear enough.
-L4I : Not clear enough,
• ^  m  , 7 fa> (U^
v *LjJU U^-JJ L>>- ^Ji
- y ✓ ✓ ✓ X
1. I I * : Not clear enough.
2. Sh ; —^ ~*jy* : Dai^age.
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IN THE NAME OF G O D ,
THE MOST GRACIOUS,
THE DISPENSER OF GRACE.
MAY GOD BLESS 
MUHAMMAD AND HIS FAMILY
Praise be to God the Creator of souls, the Grantor 
of shares, who bestowed the tongue to man and who 
distinguished him from the animal by eloquent speech.
And may His blessing be on His Prophet Muhammad 
guide of the nations and His Messenger to the Arabs and 
non-Arabs, who was chosen from M a cadd Ibn cAdnan, who was 
sent with tolerant Islam which cancelled the other 
religions, and on his family and his commendable 
companions who are the right hands of the faith and the 
banners of Islam.
And may God be well-pleased with the Imam 
the well-known Mahdi, who revealed the principles of 
religion after they had disappeared and who clarified 
them after they had been effaced, and may God be 
well-pleased with his companions who guide and were 
well-guided and with those who follow them in good deeds 
till the Day of Judgment.
AFTER PRAISING GOD:
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Verily, when I followed in my book which is called 
"al-Muqarrab" the way of abridgement and left many of its 
matters without presenting examples through fear of doing 
too much, some of its words became obscure, and so the 
meaning intended became rather difficult.
Therefore the one whose good traits are beyond 
praise and description, and whose glorious deeds are too 
great for understanding and comprehension, the Emir whose 
habits are praiseworthy, whose strong determination is 
high, Abu Yahya the son of our master the brave king who 
raised the banner of Islam high and wore the cloak of 
magnificence, the most great, the unique, the victorious, 
the strong, the most happy Emir Abu Zakariya the son of 
the holy warrior Shaykh, Abu Muhammad the son of the 
warrior, the holy Shaykh Abu Hafs - may God supportp H i  « *
religion by them and give Muslims joy by prolonging their 
days - ORDERED ME to draw up a compilation in which its 
examples might be completed so that its ambiguous matters 
might be clear.
I then laid down of that a little part in which I 
explained those ambiguous matters and completed their 
neglected examples, they then became clear.
After that I offered it to their Presence - may God 
keep ever their glory - since learning is the result of 
their glory and learned men enjoy high esteem in their 
minds.
May He the Most Glorious keep their Presence the
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goal of all hopes and wishes, and their shining, 
brilliant days as a festival of good news and 
congratulations through His favour and generosity.
• •
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*• /
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■■■■46 1 a i^ J I A J l &  j p ^
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3.
Damage.Sh : ^^j$rT— — *
Followed up their study to know their conditions and 
peculiarities.
Aqrab a 1-Mawarid.
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2.
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Q
Sh
Sh
Sh
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M k  j a i  r l ^ 1
i  ^ ^ *' •* /■■ (/ ✓ ••' / /
r i . j c 'M : Not clear enough.
: Damage.
C j  b t >  l
: Not clear enough.
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r c M  — L t  y«— - v - *
1 . M : # Sh
- f *  * 1
• •
“ t  L J > j s l L s \  3
O), W , r
. c $ i
» « • "*
(u.\ ' J ' '1 W ”/ t w . IM
L a  / k j i c J J l  <3 j  ^ y A J U  I ^ - »  <fi-W--i*>
£/tfi o ^ - 9 C f c M j u & l ) \  p L M ^ J l  crLe-
1. Q
2. Q
:
Meaning the word which is composed with other 
words apparently or supposedly, and that gives 
meaning. The divisions of the word are three: 
N . , v. and p.
3. Sh : : Damage.
4. The lexical meaning of speech is the idea that
is in the mind and expressed by words and 
signs.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
5. Sh : y  4 #. .n—  : Damage.
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1. B
: C o m p . , he was wary of the single 
word for it is not speech.
2 . M Missing.
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tV> V ut /
J U L  : Missing.
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j» t* (3) « i* **' (2) f
L  /LJjj AjitJJI tij — / « J t  < v *  A U - * »
(jit-^9 J I C J , ^ / A U J I  C f U
✓ - / ^
' > c<o (5) ,
V i^JJi ^ 1  ^Jj l>lu-i
1. £  :
Meaning the change of the final letter of the 
word because of an op. that is pre. to it in 
the speech in which it is to be found.
2. Sh : : Not clear enough.
3. %----<3 jAj* L*
Rectified it, clarified it and made no grammatical
mistakes.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
✓u*
105
it) <1) / /
' S / m
s Z j &
" A JJj* i i i j  a \ U a  • * ' &
0 )
3 b v * ! ^ ^ " j  f t f ' : a u
> ti.j/ : Jla  ^Tf-'' ■*•** J
, G) ^ * -  / • I * i l l .  * I I I
X ^ ^ M t  ^  ^
/ / / / " m s, ' * v
w ' *
«
%
i&)
I*
?
U ) U* t « I t
< •
✓
1. Sh
2. B
z U l v  : Missing.
: The final, he was wary of 
the change of the first and the middle, such as 
the change of the dim. and broken pi.
3.
4.
5 .
6 .
Sh
M
Sh
Sh
/V*'
)
V j
Missing.
Not clear enough. 
Damage.
Damage.
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-u <jwaAJ >«ai J> ill <i
' m  /
i f *
CO
** © / i/
NsJ** J p * U ^  + + +i/J\ * V
C5) -
c V ^ > l  ^  nJ] v >UJI Oj*J
'z ✓ '
< v l  AZ-«^I 'tJ I 
4L«* U  1— f c j ^ ^  ; L ^ 4 £ j i  ' U j f  o —
z /
til nili < CSj>\ U^ .*^  _ 3 1 l^ A/_J
M : Inserted on the left margin.
I < J  c L i i t ^ J  : o - ^  J t>  U U  >-i I :
Considered it with others and examined thoroughly. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
£ f f m *
^ p t S e % J \  # Sh I n-*-> I
Damage.
Q
M
Meaning the change of the final letter of the 
w o r d .
• I f I
• •• t Sh £/ U W ^ L *  0 ^ [m
107
w > i . r CM
D J  - J/v*-* I — ^
> * & )  , '., /
J _*J tl» U/^eJ I /JJ ( CS/' -i-J •
1 <• . ^  £  * 
U > j ^  J J \  ’a j **— i  A-j
5 j — ^  L * ^  -fi * " _ 3  " J lji ^
> S J C J I  L / >  . V J j i  J U ;  " J  % J j i  » \ * f *
✓ /
i-M » /L-r^aJI ti C^ L*> Jli' ^  c ^ '
/ ; ' * ✓ ~ * -
. io o  ^  A . J -U II
(6) (£) '
j - * u j i  i u J j u
. « H ®  J  » H  h „ . <■ . - . .
Cjf/U* -J _ > f  — 3 — ^
(O) /
\  |  * 4 1 |  « /  |  3 Ui f  | |  ^  B *» **
pi L> J I i \x~* I 4JI —c* -3
*
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
M
M
Sh
Sh
Sh
3  : Not clear enough.
Inserted on the left margin
v3
r>
Damage.
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> ✓ * $
<v < <3 -Uf JhJ( (j 34* Le. L— U
« s ** • / - ^  •
"  /  * »  Q  A  A  »» '/ . 11 . ?  '
a- * ^ 1 < * < J 4 >  < Z t > ]j  : i*'
* / ^  * »
' <3>
V* -v-’ D-*1* cJ^-* -*J*
/
£ p U l f  <u 1/ /uls - cju5^J| ^JJ j
A^~j /wtf iCiJl ^ X l l  i j J J  ^  <Lytl\ Jii 
: £ j * 3 3  k ^ ,  <^S <jJJs*-jJI * *
^  p J b / »  I S ]  "
( # ^  ✓ ^  (£)
^  ^lll i^ J» . i-^l dl
£ > - J j  J J  t O ^ j  6 > l i  4 ^ -  ^  i u ^
^ a
v  o ; i *
Sh
Sh
Sh
M
M
M
Sh
M
Sh
-xXt Not clear enough. 
Damage.
lj I
^ s
Vi •
f r  I  Uf ->
Inserted on the right margin 
Not clear enough.
Not clear enough.
Not clear enough # Sh : 
Not clear enough.
(i)
Ci /p£sJ\
(M
I U I
< w j(3) (I)
j J  " ^ 1  > u U ^  > i  * > U J
* I " * ' S 
1. Q :
% Q
Cases of inflection are four: Raf c , nasb, khafd 
and jazm; rafc and nasb are peculiar to ns. and 
vs .
2 . Sh : „___I : Damage.
s
3. Q
I*
& B
& S u m .
r
p > ;
a A - aJ* : N. of time : |--
A n. that is a mudaf to a v. is as the saying 
of the Most High God in "al-Ma1ida"
(The Repast), v. 119 :
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. Ill, p. 117.
/
4. Sh : _^| : Damage.
— ■* I
I (continued)
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.  / (0 ,
1___ 1 1^>L. -wtf — 5 * J~T *
Footnote 4 continued:
S u m ,
Q
B
Sum.
-3 I : I , J C X ^  I ->
/tiLrLj U3^J| / * C£—-c-'  ^ an^
— ' cxi^ I *
vA-J , being a mudaf to the sentence is as:
— -J CCX- I : T^e ka 1 as adverbial, and
the majority say that CS-> is in the sense of 
, the qualified n. then is 
indefinite i.e. %-ZPL^* C-*i> (3 I •
They say also that it is in the sense of eJUJf 
and the qualified n. is definite, and the 
sentence is the c o n j . sentence that supplies no 
place; the origin is:
t & U J l  c l 3 _ ^ \  cJ
But this is weak because the usage of .__$_J as
a conjunct is peculiar to T a y y i ', and in their 
language it is frequently used as an uninfl. n.
Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. II, pp. 467, 470.
I _al : t r b  c s ^ y
-  /
\ "  •
I is the same as it is mostly
p r e . to the verbal prop, headed by an 
infinitival p., as the poet says / g  
and ^  ^ t  . ^ ;
-  ✓ ✓ -  j.
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, 
p. 736.
2. Sh 1 J U * a L »  : Damage.
Ill
w  / (fj
V j  a j  I ? - * ?  ^  - *
(3) J W  £
W l l J j i  U I  A u ^ r i i  <jA \)\ ^ u ^ ' l
*  ' ~ &  ' u >
'U*, * . ^-1 * ' 11 1 ,- • *<* , * * .
T r "  p *  ; * - to - *  - ? -  P ^ - J ^ -
t - * U k j J \  C ^ V .  J r b  . ^ 1 > - D L  " r l ^  "
yti J| J^jcJJI <Jj c A * J L >  )>*-Xi\ <_i
03) <f«, ' ®W v 00)
^  3 * ^ ’
1. Q
2. M
3  * —
4. Sh
5. M
6. £h
7. M
8. M
9. Sh 
10 . M 
11. Sh 
12 . Sh 
13. M
Sum.
The gen. case should be attached to the 
imperfect v. because it is infl. and an op. of 
the gen. is pre. to it.
# Sh :
^ _ j 5 U
1*!
Not clear enough. 
Not clear enough. 
Damage.
Not clear enough. 
Damage.
Not clear enough. 
Damage.
\ A J ^ U  : Not clear enough.
w S
^ U » l Damage.
Inserted on the right 
margin.
14. Sh : £ ___ J J
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44 9 I 1 , i **
J * / *
4 '
> ; ,
L* (j Z9-* ^ 1 -v^  r^-*
s ✓ w (i) j J
■^jkMbi J i**-U i^ LJaJl JUijJI 4^* AilJ
* t- I ✓ / /
• •
O )
c s J L c j J j
-V-* f i / ^ 1 4** -<-Ji*l p*
< r £  r 1  ^
• • W
1. Sh
2. Sh
3. Q
4. Sh
O L * 4  „lJ I
Apoc. should be attached to diptotes, because 
when these are coordinated with the v. in not 
being in the gen. case and not having the 
nunation, they should remain quiescent in the 
gen. case because the sign is taken away 
instead of placing the fatha. What prevents 
this is that taking away the two signs will 
make the n. corrupt.
: Missing
* 
*
113
CO
a M j  c V l * *  c .'*+('\ £}!\J J U  A t j
£, * / / f W  /
; L  £ > - ± U >  - J  ^ L »  ^ > u
1. Q
2. M
Cases of inflection are rafc , nasb, khafd and 
jazm; signs of rafc are three: The damma, the 
nun and preserving the word as it is and 
without any change when an op. of rafc is 
attached to it.
The Basrans think that the sub. of the nominal 
*
sentence is in the nom. case because of 
inception which is a logical op.
Al-Rajihi, Durus fi Kutub al-Nahw, p. 81.
: Not clear enough.
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’ (1 )
' "  *  /f / y /
,(?> *
S  ( j l &  J L >  ( 3
* v l i b ^ l a
W
tt
tjr J s * l  ^ r *  ->^*-JI ( ^  c r * 1 r1 
V  L - ^  c h  '  J d ^ 1 ^  ^
_y«£ji j^ u- *r«u^ UjL> . g-jjJi JU
' , ' > ' & )  
y #  <3 I a J ^ U J I  f l i -  f l i  C ^ * >  a/-
C/^  U (J i-(^ iidl
/ /
• • C »  .
Sh
M
Q
& Sum.
iJ I : Not clear enough.
Meaning the n. and imperfect v.
The Basrans think that the imperfect v. is in 
the ind. mood because it is a subst. for the 
n.; and being a subst. for the n. is a logical 
op., therefore it is like inception that puts 
the n. in the nom. case.
M
M
Sh
M
: Missing.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 74, pp. 226-227.
' - T - i s !
...
: Damage. 
# Sh :
^ 1 — ^ 1 /  - / 1 U *  '  •» , * — T
// /
• '.<•• . I'i . . ^  L»
f U *  J U I  y y -  A »
^(5J ;
i «j & * U J U  pftiJI c * U
, , w  , t
r t « 3  - J  j > l *  A i  14 L j  <■ A * l y U * *  -*J /tillaJAfi
(?; ,
• ^ U > 1 * .  J j  U j J  J j t i i l  p l U *  A f ^
1. £ :
Meaning that the nun is the sign of the ind. 
m o o d .
»t*' . <-
2. Sh : p  r^>\ ... / U U ^ a j  : Damage.
3. £  :
Sum. j j
Such as: and AJ  y ^ \  / U U i t  ;
an<3 ■
j : Damage.
o ) y i  : Damage.
4. Sh
5. Sh
6. M
7. Sum.
The alif in L _ b  and the waw in — *15 in
your saying: \_ „ and
are p r o n s . ; but if you say: the
(continued)
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a * J & i
X»1 " - *
L*- J o *  t ? # U i , - ^ jiJ - * *
 ^ * '  ' >. ' , «>- 
C*v£j i/J  ^ p 6-— ^ -ul ££/• JJI •
o / (J)/ d
v j e r " .  U l i J  <■ f^*r-iJLr < ~ i > 11
Lria < c + * t ’ )jt)\
/ * / • / ** •
,  ,  ^  W  ;> /
✓ i i i - U  J*Uii r  l> * * *
Footnote 7 continued:
alif in \ -* IS is a sign informing that the
v. is for two, the same as the waw in 
i f *  u  • It is a p. and sign 
informing that the v. is for a group.
Ibn Y a eish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. VII, p. 7. 
t -:---------- L L _
1. Sh : : Not clear enough.
\ j 5 U J i  : Not clear enough.
# s h  : >t>
4. Eating is one of an animal's attributes
rational and irrational. Ibn al-Shajari says: 
In my opinion eating here is in the sense of 
injury and oppression.
Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. I, p. 405.
2. M
3. M
117
(1)
V W # J j J y i V j
/
1. M : L J b j y f l P
2. Sum. >
The waw in is a p. as the
t a 1 of feminization in d J l i  * it may be as 
well the sub. of the verbal sentence, and what 
comes after it and in the nom. case is a subst. 
for it.
D a y f , al-Madaris al-Nahwiya, p. 101.
3 - : £—
4 - £. :
Signs of nasb are five.
I
5. Sh : C - Z - t ' L s  ... j»,__ 4 J U  : Damage.
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U M  l  c m j i H  c J U o  < < ^ 1  ^» . % • - -
✓ / /j j / '
' £ « .  » ? “ * + '  0 " ,. i -f " * I 1 1 1
f"!**i /biJUJ £-** L *  : / U  -*!>■'i
oy . » ,
< j  c i i i L M J-*l*Ji j J  L p i
/y J ; *ypl tlil^ c^ *a JI Jl**j
x X / /
^ ii */ | / , I <" |. ii * \ > +
- *  J >  -* 4 > i «  /yJ -> | y j %
(5)/ /
\ 4* M i l  « « . w 4.1J #0 .
■it** All : / Vi 11 JL-HJ ' Lf_2* *V^
i  , • ; -/
• •
1. M
M
& Q
c J  U L a ^  -
Inserted on the right margin.
: # Sh :
_ j ) ^ ^  cjeJ_JJ U  l J  L e _ J
Du. before the prefixion of the op. to it is 
with the alif, and the sound pi. is with the 
waw.
3. Sh : : Damage.
5. Sh : : Damage.
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<v
/y □
c3)
lib
C vjill iU-dlJ"— 3
£
//
•T v j)
f £ l*j *  *• till*
: <* b  e J U j J l  c J L I » « j
•  "  ;
y * / * •
« 4 *t / . w* »  „  i  4,
/ •
(4-)
a
1. 
2 . 
3 .
Sh
Sh
Q
: Not clear enough.
Signs of khafd are four: The kasra and others
4. Q
Signs of jazm are two: The sukun and elision. 
Elision is to be found in two kinds of vs.;
(continued)
120
, 0 *» , li **
I
J
/tJj-iJJ < J U *
- , f ^  ^ 1  ^ i 7 I / f o u t *> * I / # /1 J  J /*M-«*jUl -9
• • * -- \
* 9 - 9 ^  P
CD
: i i U  t J U -
Footnote 4 continued:
one of them is what is in the ind. mood by the 
nun, and the other is every v. whose final 
letter is weak.
1. Q_ :
If the weak letter is a subst. for a hamza,
I *such as: M1 two cases are permissible:
One of them is to elide the weak letter to 
make it coordinate with the real weak letter, 
and the second is to preserve it as if it were 
a sound letter.
121
cv ,
Ii ^ & j r p d f j u  ^ 4 -
/ 1
C  c > V ^ ) 3
C W  ^
<i*;|/ t l & J \ < f m V  < V ' u
/
1. Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. Ill, p. 544:
” ° J- "I. S u m .  ■ ' I
The rajiz lightens: W  i y i  ^  ' C~j V i ^ j J I
: Making for and pacing
a visit. - L>J> 1 3  : r ™ -  i j4 :
was not informed about'her; in fact'it means:
/V"* k'4-' V  j 1 : I did not sense
her behind me. In this'rajaz there is a change 
from address to predication.
The gram. ex. in it is the alleviation of
s $
the quiescent hamza in J. ^ 3 ) for poetic 
licence and the need of a letter of 
prolongation before the rawi (ridf).
$ Sibawayh, al-Kitab, expl. al-Shantamari,
1st e d . , pt. II, p. 165.
M  ^ A
£ Geyer, Beitrage zum Diwan des Ru'bah, p. 59.
-/ 7
% Al-Lisan, under the article: * ^ ' 3  :
- ✓ of ^ 0 \ ° V
did not sense it. t— * (sic)
I let him know.
% Al-Suyuti, al-Hame , pt. I, p. 180:
The v. is not attributed to any well-known poet
2. Sh : \i lii : Damage.
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(1)
4 '
I { / ® </ w * I a  ^ f I * 1 ^  * J '
y  l<-> I : A f *
«* . )  <» „  . ;  «, w  , ,  „ *  u  , , f '•»
0 ^ » J  J  : O l  r - r J ^ I  - j L i J  ^
v J i < J  4 ^  1p *
Behind and in front of; it is one of the opposites.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
3. Sh : ______I a
—  f q  j
4. Sh : C  > 3 ) : Damage.
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w * /o /
) □
< 3  j r *  V-iJ'
13) / (L) '
,1, i \* - °'U * sr" * i' Jt * i " -
4 mj- -
<_^": 4L '^ WL4 u ^pcJ j  'cf"’ i t
1. £ :
2. M
3. Sh :
4. Sum.
The sub. of the verbal sentence is a n.
O J / ii { * . » <
I ^  A J  I # sh : su\ ^  A J\
Not clear enough.7
is generally preceded,by the prep, lam, 
the causative p., as: Ljcj| c £  •
If it is not preceded the'lam is then
v  -[ » and the v.
in the place of the gen. case by the 
understood lam, or in the acc. case because of 
the elision of the prep.
Al-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. II, p. 178.
understood, such as: 
the inf. n. explained by
and
is
124
' / u/ / 'Cf)
"prli A t f  ^  ^
C3J» ✓ , j  ^ »» o j « f /  - /
. 4 jU w > : CSl <— * « « ,* L
: A — J j - *  y ^ J
/ C.y , w
\JLjji cUjj u vii •/ m *
w  / /' ' ' "  /./
L U U J ^ J  4 ^ f U U  > u b b
1. 
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 . 
6.
Sh
Sh
Sh
M
Sh
: Damage.
/> | (-S’! : Missing.
s >
^  ‘ : Not clear enough.
: Not clear enough.
Abu Hayyan, Manhaj al-Salik, p. 218:
His saying: v J U U l  c ^ A j U  has the place 
of the nom. case, because it is the sub. of the 
verbal sentence i.e. O U i M  c j La S ^ JI *"— * •
Howell, Classical Arabic, p t s . II; III 
(one v o l .), p . 582:
That the nights have gone gladdens the man: and 
he heeds not that their going was for him 
a going of his life.
Ibn Yac ish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. VIII,
wmmm • •
pp. 14 2, 143:
The gram. ex. in it is his saying:
\ j L i i |  L- *
(continued)
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I, ^  ^  J . y . S . y it o $
V ^JUJI u U i ; j l  : al
- ,  - • — r  *» *■
Footnote 6 continued:
d Al-Shirbini, Shawahid al-Qatr, p. 5.
Sh
Q
B
Sum
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 281:
Although the v. is famous the poet is unknown.
U x j i Damage. 
Missing.
S u m .
The op. of the sub. of the verbal sentence is 
the v. or what takes its place, such as: The 
act. part., the adv., and the prep, and its 
complement. An ex. of the adv. is as:
The Kufans think that the adv. puts the n. in 
the nom. case if it comes before it, such as:
and o ,  ^  I -— 3  •
The reason is that the origin of these two 
sentences is:
— Z l L *  L #  I I C 3  •
The v. is then elided and the adv. becomes 
a sufficient subst. for it; therefore the n. is
in the nom. case by the adv. as it is in the 
nom. case by the v.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 6, p. 27.
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7 ^  / — ^  • • */
4 ^ ' : AiJj . J * i J l  q ^  C i i s j J ) ' - *
(3) , > ' „  ^  ., /  l«
^ 1  V  J^r ^  J **» r/U
4* ' 1 * '
* '/ 4
I ✓ * a ^  $ |
l >  /-*!<■ J > <  t-J- 0 '  -* V j  1V*# fm i '
L5) l— (ih)
<3*UJ| A i i /  X-b& f/-*’!-' ^
W  » . £'' "  ■>
:^LiilJI clj* & U  . ,**» (J-*l«JI Cft*
(6) £  j  s n> *
M
M
Sh
M
Q
\ J V  : Not clear enough. 
s
Not clear enough # Sh : Damage. 
Not clear enough.
# Sh : t S s - ' £ £ t^ >  # Q : f S \  I T U  U  t f j s l i
Meaning that the sub. of the verbal sentence is
preceded by the attribute.
.?
M # Sh :
_ / _
Ziyad b. M u cawiya; a Pre-Islamic poet.
Al-Nabigha, Diwan al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani, 
pp. 11, 5. ’
127
1. Sh :
2. Sh
3. Al-Nabigha, Diwan al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani, 
pp. 91, 89:
The poem from which this v. is taken was 
composed upon the occasion when
al-Nucman b. Wa'il b. al-Julah al-Kalbi carried 
out a raid on Banu Dhubyan, and took captives 
from Ghatafan among whom was cAqrab the 
daughter of al-Nabigha. When al-Nuc man 
realized that cAqrab was the daughter of 
al-Nabigha, he released all the captives for 
her father's sake and without anyone's 
mediation. So al-Nabigha said the poem in 
praise of him.
r /
cUtZfP) c M  A t *  £ ^ 1 ^ *
The lean she-camel which was bent because of 
leanness and starvation.
Sum.
* Ran fast
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
4.
5. : Not clear enough.
128
— * >
(i)
(3) «# i ' d • ' i# ^  ' k
. i L A ' I  : ^ l a r —
<3) ' W  a *  9 m ' V
«i{
° • ~  f ^  • / l*i ^ » IV
^ * r  -^-f1 fir? u  J^
(#) / ✓ ' * W  * /
‘ «  j u s i o a * *
/ /
2 - Sh
3. The Message, al-Muzzammi1 (The Enwrapped One), 
v. 18, p . 904 :
C  the Day ZJ on which the skies shall be rent 
asunder.
4. _Sh :  *)
5. Imru'u ' 1-Qays b. Hujr; a Pre-Islamic poet.' 
Imru'u '1-Qays, Diwan, pp. 6, 5
6. Sh
(Tasdir "Foreword").
O j i
7. Ibid., p . 389
Al-Lisan, under the article
- <0* ' / p
(sic). The v. is by
I m r u 'u 11-Qays.'
: N.
Became s h ady. 
of enjoyment, 
(continued)
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2 / * £ >  L u *
* « •• ' / * »
/ ✓ J (£) / 
_  ^  ✓ /(V /
V >  # a C J C U  *: i p i J i
4  Gif'**
j j  , I S J U *  *
(&)•* ' W  ' » > « ' 1 1 1
s ;— j i  * j u
Footnote 7 continued
/it**
j f e ,  - 4 ^  :
4  f t  : Took a midday nap;
- J^-| f 1J J : The place of the midday
n a p . jfl-U : _ l^-sc4 - U  : The opposite of
good fortune. ^ ^  «^T * ^  '• Disappeared.
•  ^ ' 1
Aqrab al-Mawarid; Dhayl.
1. M : c * sr~*^> # Sh :
2. Sh : ^  w y y ^  ^ : Damage.
3. M : _ l< L s ->
i .  X
is the same as: You
say: C 5 > 2 * 4  / U L - U J  i-e- /w-
Time is very apt to turn a person from one 
state to another. They say that the y a 1 is the 
y a 1 of relation; they say as well that the word 
is in the form of relation and it is not 
a relation, but like: ( <*i
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
4. Sh : After C — ^*-A another ex. is to be found.
5. Sh : c  : Missing*
6 * Sh : r .. ------- I f *  : Missing.
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,<l)
i
ut
✓
4 / '
j i .
Cl)
1. Sh
3. Sh
L
) \
2. Sh : V ___ 5  : Damage -
4. Al-Lisan, under the article:
P . '^  1 w
sic). A l -Raci says
4 ^ * ^  ' 2 . ^ * ^  a
the v. ; he means ^ , /■ and it is n o t /
a r e l . n . ; it is a s : and
He means the announcer of the hours of prayer 
and so he uses the word metaphorically.
Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil, pt. I, pp. 281, 284:
/ / W / C / /
Sum* r ^  (sic);
The v. is taken from an amatory poem.
L : Decreased it. ; A J j j J )
The announcer of the hours of prayer.
v j * * r ^ r -i——^J
A metaphor for the loudness of the voice; orig
it is peculiar to the mule.
° * 1
j— with damm: ££)£& • Prosperity;
the pi. is: & > )  . < ^ U >  :
A \ ^ • - / - zr * /
u  was pleasant. ,a iA- J4/V** :
 ^ W >)  /?-• U  0JA-C- ) : The upper
part of it that branches out from its root; the
pi. is: \ Z & Z *  :
1 -t : Made a sound;
: Their voice; L j L j
for intensiveness and ‘X p J J l s b  : Wild donkey.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
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tt>
• I • * •
/
(v t
*  /
(3) U )
/ / 
w . • *(5) . . 0 / i»
v j > / r  4 * * ^
*  V
w• f ** * *
• i
1. M
2 • Si
3. Q
4 * s i
5 - Sh 
6. Sh
C i / ! ^
Damage.
Meaning the op. of the sub. of the verbal 
sentence.
: Not clear enough.
: Not clear enough.
: Not clear enough.
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<1) , 
a)c  M * S i »  -*
> T ^ ____
/ ✓
P  t £ ^  : l y u A ^
* ✓ » / /
« / /  ^,i* w  I ❖ ( # *
j  V j r v  4 J I  ( J L * - >  ^
* *'^ • *
#* (3) ✓ ^ ^  w / ? &  * - . > i. o i i - f c C  C f * * Z x *  1 4 ^ “ *  •# c f * - >
*  ^ /
.4**^  I /fc-Jj UUii J*UJJ Jl£-o
>" I? J^CJ» *: * 4  "
/ * t /
.  A U J  
: jL-J*i U b
1. M : O ^ U R  : Missing.
2. £ :
In regard to making the direct o b j . precede the 
sub. of the verbal sentence or come after it.
: Damage.
— *^'£' « • * O / tyg # Sh ^ ^  J\
3 . M
4 . M
% B
P
-i * j> -4 a * : Something clear is missing
C w *  u ^ y *  Uyt/>
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it) w  ,
f t / . / /  J  / m ' * ** '
V j n ^ U - U  g - " ’
/
C  v _ > U j j  ^  ^  n
% B
1. m : 5^j 2>-' • • • L*U # : t£*J< .1UU) L.Ip
2. Q :
■ e d j b  v J J  ( > £ j4X1J
»' ( <
^ y V *  ' O  J J J  : Except for poetic licence: 
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. I, p. 176:
g j
Sum.
Al-Akhfash quotes the v.; - meaning
the she-camel -
He threw at her something with a ferrule at its
e n d . with kasr under the mim:
: What you throw such
as a spear and the like. 4— ) *
L J )  : The young she-camel.
K
J : A man s kunya.
The gram. ex. in it is the separation of
from by the direct o b j .
C s t s U J )  .
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, expl. al-Shantamari,
1st e d ., pt. I, p. 8 8 :
The assumption is: Cb£fL*J) v_i J Q s
this is permissible neither in poetry nor in 
pr ose.
Abu Hayyan, Manhaj al-Salik, pp. 109, 304:
They say that the v. is forged.
(continued)
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Footnote 2 continued:
© Abu ZurCa, al-Hujja, p. 273:
*— • S u m -
The Kufans allow the separation of the mudaf from the
—  Ut j
mudaf ilayhi. The poet is unknown. *
: Thrusting, piercing. There is another 
reading of the v . : ✓ ,OJ
is the sub. of the verbal sentence, sub. 
of the inf. n. which is a mudaf to its direct
ob j .
c Alwan, al-Shawahid, pp. 74, 254, 255, 280, 281.
A l - cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. Ill, pp. 468, 469:
The h a ' in refers to his wife.
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 251:
: Unrestricted o b j .
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed. ,- expl. Harun, pt. IV, 
p . 415. •
Bakr, N u s u s , p. 438.« •
Dayf, al-Madaris al-Nahwiya, pp. 100, 221, 270:
The v. describes a she-camel.
Al-Farra', M a cani al-Qur'an, pt. II, pp. 81-82:
The grammarians of the
people of al-Madina recite the v . ; al-Farra' says: It
is wrong and the correct version is:
9 * . ' , . « '
ro  v o s ^ u i ;
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 60, p. 179.
Ibn Jinni, al-Khasa'is, pt. II, p. 406:
S u m . ✓
O S / U* *
The poet s a y s : for poetic
(continued)
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&
p j i ^
. , „  w  w >  / *
Footnote 2 continued:
licence although he might have said:
This v. in my 
opinion is a Uproot of the strength of the 
annexation of the inf. n. to the sub. of the 
verbal sentence in the opinion of the Arabs, 
because it is stronger in their minds than the 
annexation of the inf. n. to the direct o b j .
Ibn Y a cish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. Ill, p. 19:
Sum.
Sibawayh accepts no responsibility for this v. 
because the separation of the mudaf from the 
mudaf ilayhi is ugly. They are inseparable for 
the mudaf ilayhi completes the mudaf and it is 
a subst. for the nunation. Separation of the 
nunation from the n. is not permissible.
T h a clab, Majalis, vol. I, pp. 125-126:
Some recite it thus:. s
0 . ✓ j /. t*' | | +• '
^ y
I U/ | *■ ^ f Ut '
meaning:
% Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, p. 531.
Mastered it. is the fern, of t :
 ^  1J ^ 4 )J) • Difficult, not
submissive; the pi. is: s* 0  U jSl and •
✓
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
1. Sh : L _ i . i  : Damage.
2. Ibn cAmir al-Dimashqi:
(continued)
*
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' L ,  &
v j  U t i  u-iii ^  ' f r , ^
Footnote 2 continued:
cAbd Allah Abu cImran al-Yahsubi* •
(8-118) (629-736); one of the seven Qur'an
readers.
1. Sh
Abu ZurCa, al-Hujja, pp. 55, 51.
The Message, al-Ancam (Cattle), v. 137, p. 194:
And, likewise, their belief in beings or powers 
that are supposed to have a share in God's 
divinity makes L  even the slaying of their 
children seem goodly to many of those who 
ascribe divinity to aught beside God.
Abu Zurca, al-Hujja, pp. 273-274:
Sum.
c- * / & » • !  |, ■ /  «
Ibn Amir reads: with damm
above the zay, n with raf£ ,
with nasb and with khafd. The
assumption is:
then separates the mudaf from the mudaf ilayhi. 
His proof is the saying of the poet:
- 6 & & )
H ' w ^ /  //
The others read: £2M (aA£  with
fath above the zay, ° I *  ^  l> with nasb,
,l with khafd and ^ with
rafc as the sub. of the verbal sentence. The 
assumption is:
They say as well that is
= Their devils.
„ (continued)
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<£) , (.1)
o U i y & l J A )  s j  0,f ^  * i U
Footnote 1 continued:
& Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun,
pt. IV, p. 42 2~:
Al-Farra' was the first to criticize 
Ibn cAmir's reading.
% Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 60, pp. 178-180:
S u m .
The Kufans think that the separation of the
mudaf from the mudaf ilayhi by what is not an 
• •
adv. and a prep, is permissible for poetic 
licence. Their proof is the reading of 
Ibn cAmir.
The Basrans say that this reading is not 
a proof, because the separation of the mudaf 
from the mudaf ilayhi by the direct o b j . is not 
permissible by common consent except for poetic 
licence, and there is no poetic licence in the 
Q u r 'a n .
The Basrans think that this reading is
w e a k .
Most of the references that mention the 
previous gram. ex.
D 
£>
mention as well the reading of Ibn c Amir.
2. Sh
1. Sh
2 . l i n  the Masahif of the people of
al-Hijaz and a l - eIraq is with the waw.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 60, p. 181.
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aJl aJ»L^L Ai\ J*'
O 6^  * * >  *
. i j j )  U ) J U \  s j y  t /
s i  J *  ' u - r H - 9
V  * ^
/y J< /JA<* t£x«iJJ
syrLtf - v ^  -3"^3 * a^JJ '-<L**^8JI
; i ^ L  *  - w i  ^
w  ' L T
> . / * w/ « 
v  ’ N * r i  r f r
1. Sh : — ^  J : Damage.
2. M # Sh y ^ >  vX*-'
3. M : ^  l-**^ : Damage.
4. Sh : I---, J j )
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(1)
/ V y U  3
 --
ft
J / t A * j f  J U *
m
A j ) J j v ^ ,  . * £ » j  \
-'* /
£v
C ^ y » : c A  d * ^ b  ( J f f ?
U U *  < ^ J i  2 y - >
® .  ' '
: \ 3 L i Z * < J J J  - J )  < J U )  ( J * * *  a - * J J
• j J u g  — Jj 't'JDI s - A j H *  t - l A + P  i i *  "
’ '
1. Sh # Q : s u ) ^ A j > # M : — $ )
2 . M : : Not clear enough.
J f r U U  : Damage.
< l ^ u
3. Sh
4. Q
5. Q
Meaning the part in which the direct o b j . 
should precede the sub. of the verbal sentence
6 . Sh
7. Sh
8 . M
9. Sh : Not clear enough
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"  / u L  “ il)I
' s '  /  / 4
. j i s  s i ^ ^ .  J L * i J i  ^ j y
I / / / *✓ /
L _ >  " A "  l l ^ i .  J * L U I
'•• - U J  4 a -
(ii
—  L f )  ^ J y u J )  AJjt; ^
r s . j i£
/ ✓
A * *  • p*-^  r < J f ^
< J J  **: ^>-rJ • '*■2 / ' ^ 1
: - i ^ a l * j {  * . " <  ^
*
1 - £  :
Meaning the part in which the direct obj 
should precede the op.
2. Sh : J*^-/r : Damage.
3. « , : Damage.
“ c  A A  - i b - b  3
. r — j)
/v
/ a* <r (M
' / s »
c _ j t >  : y ^ ^ y  j u *
• 7 ' ' - / / w
: J t i  > U )  / w ^ a i l w  -
* ^ (30 * ' /
* U "  J > - >  . "  I , ^ - * 1  u  -
✓ ' -  ^
^ II A H J * . * » a il ^  | „ * ,? |.
O L ^ J  • 4 U < * s  C * * J L ?  I * '• A - * U
)
/— L J J j  : ^ . * 1 * .  — i l j  s i  *  < i ^ - »
x «• P* * * * /
j J H o  • a j
/ / ^  ^
J U o  * ^ - c ^ / i i *  j J t  : ^ m j U
 ^ * *
• i ' A  <j/i^j * j l  : 'A»«— JJ 5 i - » J
T/ - - 7> *  "  '
1 .  Q  x
Meaning the part in which the direct o b j . 
should come after the op.
2. Sh : <>-. ~^L~ ' : Not clear enough.
3. Sh : : Not clear enough.
4. Q :
The pron. refers to the op.
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1. Sh
2. M
3. Sh
: Not clear enough.
ijJ
: Not clear enough # Sh : Damage.
& Sum. ' 2 /
o / o / ^
The meaning of / I— *> / J J J  and
j j j  when they are pre. to the perf. is rebuke 
and blame.
Howell, Classical Arabic, p t s . II; III
one v o l .), p . 595.
4. Sh :
5. Sh : t— L*J)
  o
& y w )  (z d  the aff. lam is what they call
, the lam of inception.
Al-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. II, p. 308.
6 . Sum.
If the lam occurs at the beginning as in:
cu I / ^
^  J ' I , and it is not preceded by
something sworn by it has the intention of the 
o a t h .
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. Ill, p. 105.
7. Sh : : Missing.
• •
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1 .
2 .
3.
M
Sh
M
Q
4. Sh
5. Q
• • •
Not clear enough 
Damage -
Not clear enough
The pron. in t— i j A J  refers to the op
In these cases - meaning the prefixion of the
n e g . | to the op. till the occurrence of
the op. as a qualification - the direct o b j . 
may precede neither the conjunct and the 
qualified n. nor any of the previous p s .; but 
making the direct obj. precede the op. alone 
is permissible.
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4 i ) ^ 4 * 6  J
/ / J
C  0 - L J J  v>^jk * J J u J )
/ ' /• /
#  <-4^ L ^  O j U  : J l l *
p - C t i j  * J J  *  ^ i > L u i t i  * - £ £ / +  - J
•*
r - i d i ?  * > L *  /lj\d <*jU ^
I * / *
11 k ^ u t Z  v ^ — s ^
B
: Unaugmentative includes the op 
being a mudaf ilayhi, such as:
) *
2. M
3. M
Not clear enough. 
Not clear enough.
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"  /Li# LmJ> ^  L  U  : j  clll#
"  J ^ T  A U L i ^ i  U  11: ciuia C * L Z +  / L j b
✓ / '
\ > T “ ' u f c  ' a L u ! ” J v r  J J j
* ' / ) - — ^ \ -
V  /u >j
/- -  / •
C  A U j  . i i i  L - .  _ j 4 >  
o > “ = J l i .
* » •  “ : < L i i
*  1 0 k
1 . M
2 • Sh
3 . M
Missing.
: Not clear enough
it)
C l ^ l ^  " cU I jj
'  Oi ,
*  H  "  S *  H // * I
v.^ S J J )  c a n s  -» ckijjl
W  . « *
j^ L aJJ _r"J Cfit -5
« * ♦ » . "  j* * 1  , I,
"vs-LiJl : L J J J  : '•>-?
m y  /
'* 1 *,. " f - "  | i-i. « "  /  ' 1
C — ^ / t / 5 CflJ) •' — **/'' ^----' u-aJ-I - ?  O /*/9
? / , ! - » . »  »  , { ,, M  , * "  S . ’ I'll U
_3 ^ / V >  C£^JJ i -3
* » / »■ 0 ’
V  2 / ? „ , " , ^
• C * 4 + / l P
Q
Q
Meaning the sub. of the verbal sentence and the 
direct o b j . when they are joined with the 
conjuncts.
Meaning that the alif and lam in the sense of 
and k J U )  are a c o n j . n .
z  **
3. Sh : c J i j J )  : Not clear enough.
4 * : : Inserted on the left margin.
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* / i »
/ 7 /
V s j U  ]% A y ^  ^  r (J
✓ / s ' '  /
: j!— J*i r ^ j
A - i i  4 U t r ^ J -**?
A l - cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, pp. 477-478:
S u m .
' J _ J  : : Yielded, submitted.
: Quraysh and Hashim. His saying:
&**) ^  means:.
/_ M ) (Jj— v  / v r t U J  [ ^ 2 ^ '  s t s *
The alif and lam in - I * * ' /  in this case are 
a conjunct, and his saying: ^-^^71 ^ _JJJ w 1
is a nominal sentence occurring as a c o n j . sentence.
Some say that the alif and lam are what remains 
°f sy/— z~-~4^) and the origin is: •
elision of the word and preserving a letter of it 
occur for poetic licence.
The gram. ex. in it is in his saying:
since the poet conjoins the alif 
and lam the conjunct with the nominal sentence 
anomalously.
Al-Dajani, al-Shudhudh, p. 506.
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II,
(continued)
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** * I / , «  o ;
s - M )  / ^ J J \  : C S i
i jl— ^ / U b l J  u k  4 ^ *
✓ ✓ / t ' 
o o^/, w
>  J ^ . J U l  S J J  O ^ / J
W O  «';-
C  5 ^ -  jiJ) 3
Footnote 1 continued: 
pp. 595-596:
I am of the people that the Apostle of God is 
of, that the necks of the children of Ma*add 
have submitted themselves toi
Ibn c Aqil, Sharh Ibn cAqil, pt. I, p. 158:
The poet is unknown. The alif and lam in the 
word are a conjunct in the sense of
; they constitute an adj .
qualifying
Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. I, p. 49.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 294.
Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, p. 124.
u>
1. Sh : ^  - 4 : Not clear enough.
2. J3h : -<> : Not clear enough.
3. Sh :
4. L i U d i *  ^  b ;  : Stirred
it up, kindled it. J \ \  I L  i > A — i-' J :
r ^ U J ^  t ■■
Warned him of its results in advance.
(continued)
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tt)
M j l j  / L J U  cJLJj -4 J 0  
« 2 / d ) b  A - f - t '  L l i
C^ J3
: jj>J>
Footnote 4 continued:
Was cautious
and afraid of it. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
Kept close to.* s>A* rv3 :
( j b p b  b b 3 ^ L J b  dl/s> :
Y +. f ' * \' ' ~ s * ^ ,
I ^ : Suffered its heat.
Al-Lisan, under the article:
1. Sh :
2 . L-JUJU" O J  : ^ 1 --- ■>) : Gave it to
him- :
C£i<y l } & )  b b
What a man protects of himself or his ancestors or 
whom he is responsible for; the pi. is 
^ 4 - d j K ^  U  ; : Something
befell him. ' T J l s  liJj : : Night-
comer or visitor; the pi. is
- J p ***-1 : - A j / L ?  M b J
Came to the estate frequently and tended it.
Aqrab a1-Mawarid.
3. Yahya b. Ziyad; the greatest scholar of the Kufans.
Al-Farra1, al-Manqus wa ’1-Mamdud, p. 5.
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, , (0 , 
v > i i  - i k -
•  / J  '
g a j J J v j W
C v ^ J j j D
-
1. M # Sh : ^  J : Not clear enough.
2. Sh : ■* j i > _ J
> j > '
4. Al-Lisan, under the article
3. M : ^  - l _ ^ j £ c h
f c :
Sj , u»
A /— —— t.Jl% >s^ «>3  LtJ?) . The v. is by
“  /  £  _  X  V
Salaman al-Ta'i.
/ //( o
He m e a n s : VSlJj) then he elides
and makes the alif and lam a subst. for it.
It is the language of some of the Arabs.
l b * :
✓ ‘ /> .
Struck him with a sword or stick or stone;
t <Z*^* JiJvri* A J  L  *
Pressed heavily on him by putting him between his
✓ v . * /
lumbar, region and armpit; J ' -t t/* S and
r— f* : Put it in his
bosom; took it under his wing, protection.
L  L dj&) %. they say as well: ^  ^ ^ ) (sic)
with the t a 1 : ^  j : Accused him; the origin is
in the form : The t a ' is
converted into a t a 1 they then say: , the
t a 1 then is converted into a z a 1 and incorporated. 
SJ-fefJJ : - ' U J )  : Revenge; they say as well:
) : Enmity and ill-will; the pi. is
with fath and kasr:
^  y I * * His intention. ^
cX jXXX* : >— 3 s£jtX+ Li*— •* :
^ ~ (continued)
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| V l  11 ** P u  ' - ' / - * || Jl
S f i i |  - J  C L ^ J J  - >
( W
* 2 1 i l» ? •' - ,
C - J  L >  U
(3) '.
C  f.--------
V s
Footnote 4 continued:
Followed up his conditions deliberately. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid; Dhayl.
1 . M :
3 .
2. M :
$9 w  y*
C L P .  : Father of a tribe; the relation to it is
i I ) *  f u  V
1  \ p  and by analogy it should be SsJ** .
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
4. Q
& B
Meaning that they are con j . n s .
Sum.
: He ascribes it to T a y y i 1 because 
Tayyi' alone among all the Arabs uses 3 \
as a conjunct, uninfl.
in the language of Tayyi' is formed 
with the waw, and C. J is formed with
damm, such as:
(continued)
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Footnote 4 continued:
/  *! *
Q
Ibn Hisham says that the origin of ^  ^  is
; the alif then is elided, and the fatha 
of the h a 1 is transferred to the b a 1 after the 
assumption of removing its kasra.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc, pt. I, p. 289.
1 . H : — : Not clear enough #
v j l u  is in the sense of 
Al-Lisan, under the article: S XJ i
------7—  ^ / 7
v 1 * ,<**
is the pi. of ^  C j and
;
Muhit al-Muhit.
2. Q
Meaning that it is a c o n j . n.
(continued)
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(D / 9 9 © /  /
I - ✓ ' ** |' ® { H
: ,— J y  ^  o U v » J  
O #  £ m > )  c s ^ A i  J &
. (3) M  i« W ,  ~ , ( 3 ) , v >  ;; - t i j
(*/ ^
C v J t J > J J 3
Footnote 2 continued: 
% B :
^ J > j J )  p*lj* and
1 . Sh "------
2 . Sh Damage.
3. Sh
= Damage.
4. Sh
5. Sibawayh, al-Kitab, Pt. I, pp
The first of them, 
The horses when
The v. is by al-Marrar al-Asadi.
S u m .
) s*«Aj ) : U  J_j j :
g S jJ tJ ) : -£>liJJ :
they go out on a raid, and what is meant is their 
riders. ^ J ^ J )  : & ? >  < J & & )
Drawing back and retreat because of cowardice and
fear.   is Mismac b. Shayban, one of Banu
Qays b. Thac laba. They say also:
. The gram. ex. in it is making the inf. n. with
s J which is V *-— ± s l e J )  govern |______ <6^
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, expl. al-Shantamari, 1st e d . , 
pt. I, p. 99:
(continued;
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% cu/ / *9 . 1 . ; , / ° ^
L h i  oJJ • e / » - ^ J V ^ J • V J
* •* * — 1 - ^  V*JJ jJ 1 ^ -  C ^ M
Footnote 5 continued: 
P
Al-cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. Ill, pp. 501, 40, 41:
; r J ^  gTv<jJ . They say also: C Z ^ y t ^ >  
_ * 0
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. Ill, p. 439:
Al-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. Ill, p. 279: 
2 - o
Ibn cAqiI, Sharh Ibn c Aqil, pt. II, p. 97:
t  ' Y '  * o > V
f ^  aye, (sic) ; t I . Sum.
The v. is by Malik b. Zughba, one of Banu Bahila.
J) s l J z ^ ) is an adj. qualifying an elided n. , 
probably he means: .
£ / U * J ) )  or •
Ibn Jinni, al-Lumac , p. 271:
f-J v  * S  • He means: L-J^ *  C — /tu /V ~ t
Ibn Yac ish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. VI, p. 64:
P
Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, pp. 352, 543:
UJ <LuY  i C J 4 J j  * J U  •
err? UJJ i / *• J U i i J  j U  ^ 3 ^  :
The horseman fled in order to wheel then he came 
back to fight.
.t*. . * / i / .
and 
from.
Aqrab al-Mawarid
<- "  4 ^  " j j
g 3 \ ^ V < £ J j  11 o i ~
*•/ - / * *• z
w ,
* u  J  * ^ > ; "  ^ J ^ i J  1 > J
pi l < r  /i * * J
Jl C s & l *  \ p *  »J J ^  -oJ J
^ L r .  M -> 1 «  4 i i '  "-»
3. Q
& B
1. Sh : : Missing.
2 . M : V_pJJ_J : Missing.
Meaning that it is a con j . n.
A c  : The interrogs.,
S  I j L i  a n d  S  ^ 3  z ] / * - *
i.e.
Sh : L /  ) : Not clear enough.  -IL f
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/ ^ 0  \ p P u ^ \  ( J &  ( J k ~  j *  t
S U  /£•-* ': > y ^ i *  * a - U ^  s i j  £ U ^
"  s * - j j ^ l i i / J ^  w :  *  <; u  u ”  ^
• *  -r ;
V  * 1  _ J J  ± \ U >  Li " J
* •  J
□ o U j g ; r  o - f J J  ”
•T
* )
/ /
:  J j  *  j U )  ‘ i J L a .
• > J U f  J L i U ’li I S O )  ^ , - f t
✓
C2J «•>
O J l  u J J
t*i /  o  /  o  .
; «• - « • *
(3)
c  < U ^ J  D
< w
1. M Missing.
(continued)
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Footnote 2: ^
2. M
3. M : )
4. -Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 497:
The two vs. are mentioned in the same way as in 
"al-Khizana/ed. Harun" but without vocalization.
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun, pt. V, 
p p . 5 04, 505:
v j j j  r
r  ✓- '
The kasra of the reduplicated y a ' of sO L - i J )  is for
uninflectedness. The two sentences: ^___
and Z 2— lU - * j  A > ) _ »  are parenthetical sentences, 
o ^
and ) is a cond. p. that does not need
a complement (wasliya). They say as well:
s d s L J J )  is in the sense of and
Eminence. is in the sense of
/3 v \_ ^  : Chooses it. I : The
distant person. I do not know the poet of these two 
v s .
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 303:
_ . ? i o ' s
The two vs. are as in "al-Khizana" except:
. V o /  ------- — --------- -- ,  •  1 K  *
instead of h  ^  ° ) (sic)
/ " X / - ,
instead of s ^  * ’ / ~r t t - a v *
in the a p o c . mood by an understood requisitive lam. 
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 579:
The two vs. are as in "al-Khizana" except: £ ) U r
— " ' ■ " . £ / / **
instead of ^  ^  '• Vj* ^ 3  instead
of . -
And wealth is not (then know thou it) wealth, 
even if it enrich thee, except for him that obtains
(continued)
✓Footnote 4 continued:
by it eminence, and devotes it to the nearest 
of his kindred and to the friend.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 95, p. 281:
The two vs. are as in "al-Khizana" except:
*jJJ -\r‘ * instead of /£ i\— '**) /ub
J f ® * o' ✓ - * ) f? ’ " y  *_3 instead of 
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 305: 
The two vs. are as in "al-Khizana".
Al-Lisan, under the article: * U - J  •
The two vs. are as in "al-Insaf". 
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 283:
instead of 
The two vs. are not attributed to any 
well-known poet.
A l-Taj, pt. X, p. 325:
The two vs. are as in "al-Insaf".
JL-* l *r  : Spent it./*-
i S i ^  :
Obtained it.
- x 2 I • o '
A bosom friend; the pi. is s  I---------u i ^ > )  •
Despised i t .
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
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C1)..
' it) '
, " J i ^ J j  “ / K J ^ r " J j > "  i n . , ,
/
• ;  L i  * , U l  *  C . U L  '  c L J J  “  J
^  *• Z - / • i* - ✓
1. Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 498.
& Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun,
pt. V, pp. 505, 506:
(sic)
J s $ s
: High, is f
{ j f t j j j j  .
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 302:
S u m . A i
rom — J which is
I do not know the poet of this v.
• * * .
z
U»
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, 
p. 580: o* J /Ui
(sic) \j> > <r •
By Him Who is such that, if He willed, I should 
be a rock or a mountain solid, high.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 95, p. 281: <
(sic) __ £— *
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 305:
> ■
Al-Suyuti, a l-Hamc , pt. I, p. 284:
;L4J ;
2. M
ci^4» c_r^ L4 i )  ■
The v. is not attributed to any well-known poet.
: L a n d .
0 ** f
: t : Not clear enough.
160
CD '
l l u f j t i  c s l a Ji
~  / m  * /
C3)* / i A / /f * L / / t> & /
r J U i  _<JU
? <>*/*
m  •
J>j
1 . m
2 . M
3. Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, al-Addad, pt. I, p. 330:
4 9
(sic) _iiJj
/  * ^ lr  y  * •  ^  /
\ fc *  ^ A 5 u; j / ^   ^ii/ ^
U  (sic) w>l-4J 1^
Aqrab a 1-Mawarid, under the article:
O ox "
— »U^J J L t  :
A pit in a high place by which they trap lions. The
i ■ * *P 1 . IS j  ^
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 498:
He writes only the second hemistich with two lams.
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, e d . ; expl. Harun, pt. VI, 
p. 3 :
He writes only the second hemistich with two lams.
A l-Fa r r a 1, al-Manqus wa 1 1-Mamdud, p. 337:
cZwJ J o  ; (sic) The rajiz is
a man of Hudhayl.
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 302:
The v. is as in "al-Addad/Abu al-Tayyib" except:
O 4 /  * > S *
They say as
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 580:
{continued)
instead of
we 11
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Footnote 3 continued:
(sic) /y-* 4 /0 ^
— ^ / / / 
tS, <s* ' O 1M ) S
*z*?-s (sic) (sic)
- /
And be sure thou be not of them that have been 
outwitted, like him that has dug a pitfall, and been 
caught in it himself.
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Insaf, q. 95, pp. 279, 281:
The v. is as in "al-Uzhiya".
Ibn al-Anbari (Muhammad b. al-Qasim), al-Addad,
• * _____
p . 3 3 8 : ,
o ^
(sic) \J>
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 305:
The v. is as in "al-Uzhiya".
Ibn Wallad, al-Maqsur wa 11-Mamdud, p. 59:
°* ?•* ~ ~ ? )'' ? ‘''if/
C r — * ^ - 5  <r ' r J P ±  ; (sic) — i ^ J U  \b -
✓ *
Ibn Yac ish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. Ill, p. 140:
He writes only the second hemistich with two lams. 
They say as well:
(sic)
Al-Lisan, under the article:
1 o  ^  f/ 1 - I) A rt v  " • .7
0 ^ 11/ -
(sic) JJ .
Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil, pt. I, p. 17:
y 0 * I \ /  /  , J , J
Li ; (sic) Ip .
Al-Sijistani, al-Addad, p. 87:
The v. is as in "al-Addad/Abu al-Tayyib" except:
• —  *
instead of
/ _
Al-Sukkari, Sharh Ashcar al-Hudhaliyin, vol. I, p. 287:
The v. is as in "al-Uzhiya".
—  (continued)
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(1) ^  £
:OUj< cJH ) O  OLiilJ
Ct) /
w  ° « ■ M  *  t.i Jl * * - 7 i .  w  *  ii
• £l*U) O  4 i - L U  - J  C r t - W  ( J d )
s
s
:  f — J j H *  '  j  l l u  “  / y + C - Z
' 6 '/** *' * # i
A *J A l + j k  <S*M J Z a
J# o j  u d
Footnote 3 continued:
% A l-Taj, pt. X, p. 325:
(sic) w i - J J U  .
1 .
2 •
3.
4.
5.
Sh
Sh
M
Sh
£ j j a *  - /-J
Such a one is forming a plot. 
9 .9 *
j U  Jii*-
Continued
O . J« * o ./
j X)> “ U> • c*\
went on; they say: c - ^  ] £ * cZ~*XKj cZtilU>
„ / 0 ^ 1 , • W /
t - = r & J )  ' ^ Z  '"■4 -/* :
Hid himself in the pit in hunting.
V*^y * ' U ^ 5
: Kept his eye on them.
Aqrab al-Mawarid; Dhayl.
v l j U J b  c L b ^  ^  oil;
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, e d . ; expl. Harun, 
pt. VI, p. 6 :
(continued)
l . e
W , —  i # tjf 11 * . i ”  i ' . *\ •• — I
C  L*i/ /itjJji) : s - i - J J  j l U I ;  s » i  3
/ ✓
it)
<r - it
* - U i U
/ /
T v J j
90 £  11
A i p J  < 3 U -
Footnote 5 continued:
j
Sh
U W  .
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 312.
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II,
580 :
*
(sic) .
/
Then say thou to her that blames thee, Verily 
my soul, I know it charms not with amulets.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 308:
Al-Farra1 quotes the v.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 284.
2^) ) / u & ) c s i - ^ .  C S ) ^ >
We have not heard of the imperfect of
in the sense of : Supposition, except
in the pass, voice.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
And (sic) in the a c c . and gen.
164
(Li I S  j  (1) n  f
< < - * &  L  * j i i l i J b  s v J L ;  i J j i
1. » . l > l i a X »  # Sh :
/
2. The Message, al-Nisa' (Women), v. 16, p. 104:
l££3"ii (Utr
C \ _ \ / ~ '
thus  I both of the guilty parties.
% Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. I, p. 143:
Sum. ✓w
n J  is in the nom. case because the v. occurs
✓
after presenting stories and talks, as if He says:
i & S U  £ d :  < j C i c -  p j )
or /  fs  $ 4 ,
k k
% Abu Hayyan, Manhaj al-Salik, p. 121:
/ - * ~ *
S u m .
When the v. indicates requisition (imp., prohibition 
and invocation) and the n. that precedes it indicates 
generality, the nom. case is preferred to the acc. as 
in the previous v. They choose the nom. case because 
they assimilate it to the cond. n. in comprising 
generality and vagueness.
Abu Zurca, al-Hujja, pp. 193-194:
Sum.
Ibn Kathir reads: / U  with reduplication of
the nun, the same as A J  L — ^  9 X z — 'L-*' and
M  /w •  ^ / /' **
His proof is that the origin 
of his saying: is /t-i ; he then
elides the y a 1 and makes the doubled nun 
a compensation for the elided y a 1 which is to be 
found in
(continued)
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and
(sic
Footnote 2 continued:
# Th. origins of toothers are: * 4  ) L L *  ,
4 A J + S U *  and L-U/> He doubles
these nuns and makes the reduplication a compensation 
for the elided y a 1 and alif.
& Al-Ansari, Sibawayh wa 'l-Qira'at, p. 109.
& A1-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. I, p. 131:
Reduplication of the nun is permissible in the du. of
and N  rl*J , equally if it is with
the alif or the y a 1. They read:
— * L - *  L* (sic ) /jJ
3 Ur;
with the reduplication of the nun.
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 255: ?
l A * J u  ( < J L  (sio ^  u / u  a j 2 m j ± >
The fa' is aug. for corroboration in the pred. of 
everything that needs a c o n j . sentence.
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 582:
Sometime the nun is doubled, as a compensation for 
the elided y a ', as in the reading of Ibn KathirO  J 6 / ;  ^ —
And the two of you 
that shall commit it,and the reading
(Sid L > j  U r ;  Our Lord, show Thou
* *
us the two that.
Ibn al-Jazari, al-Na£hr, pt. II, p. 248.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 306: 
Reduplication is the language of Quraysh.
Al-Suyuti, af-Hamc, pt. I, p. 166:
S u m .
We do not hear of reduplication of this nun except in
(continued)
•v
» O*
It) .  «'
V f i i l w  l U  “: s J U J  « b i
/ - / / y
Footnote 2 continued:
dualizing the dem. and conjunct as 
a compensation for the elided letters: The alif 
from the d e m . , and the ya' from the conjunct.
The Basrans say: Reduplication is 
peculiar to the nom. case. The belief of the 
Kufans - as Ibn Malik confirms - is: It is 
permissible with the alif and y a 1. They read 
with reduplication the saying of the Most High
G°d: and / v y J t b )  U y j  •
1. H : A
2. The Message, Fussilat (Clearly Spelled Out),
v. 29, p. 734: ' ,
o ^ J b x J ^  t o l i i  t J )
' i S' + r—  / “ 1
And they who L—  in their life on earth J
were bent on denying the truth will 
CZ thereupon d  exclaim: "0 our Sustainerl
Show us those of the invisible beings and 
humans that have led us astray".
& Ibn Hisham, Awdah al-Masalik, pp. 16-17:
S u m .
Tamim and Qays double the nun as a compensation 
for the elided y a 1, or as a confirmation of the 
difference between the dualization of the 
uninfl. and infl. n s .; and this is not peculiar
(continued)
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: i - i *  IL i *  ’ / y j i j J " M - i * .  i J U - o
ll>
J i - j J  I *01 o—UlJ \~* I*
Footnote 2 continued:
to the nom. case contrary to the B a s r a n s 1 
belief, because they read: U ^ J  L-V-
with reduplication the same as they read:
^  L -  L  J— ^
1. Sh :
2. M : '
3. Al-Asbahani, al-Aghani, pt. XXII, pp. 342, 341:
I--------------. Sum.
Hawshab b. Yazid b. al-Huwayrith b. Ruwaym 
al-Shaybani and cIkrima b. Rib^i al-Bakri were 
competing against each other in nobility, 
providing food and in slaughtering camels.
Al-cUdayl b. al-Farkh says the v. 
praising cIkrima and Hawshab, and boasting of 
t h e m .
& Cheikho, Shucara' al-Nasraniya (al-Dawla
al-Umawiya), pt. II, p. 224:
I ' » / / J
■ ■ d * > €* •
is the du. of (sic) by
elision of its nun for poetic licence.
% ShuCara' Umawiyun, pt. I, p. 300:
(sic) Li*-* The v. is by
(continued)
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• *  \  *  
Z L & J
Footnote 3 continued:
a l - cUdayl b. al-Farkh a l - cIjli.
• \ J i j )  : l-u ^ )  £ > U )  , < £ , & )  £ =r^ i : The
young; the generous person. The plT is 
*9 \ . O • &  © *
a j  V*JL» and
-  / /
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
t* , t
* ' A. i j
J j )  * \J) 4 **
U —£4-* /Uj /t--** (J >L’j O  
U > i J ?
A small drinking-cup from which people share 
water during travel when they do not have 
enough of it: They throw a small stone in 
a vessel, then they pour water on it till it 
covers it; every man then is given one.
J J * 2 ) : l i s J  c^A: c U J )  :
The one who drinks from the vessel (al-ghumar) 
when water is in shortage. ^
) : /lljj ■■ZJ)
The amount of water less than sufficiency.
Al-Lisan, under the article:
$
1. Sh : K J J t X J )  / ' - U J J s L j
2. Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, al-Ibdal, pt. I,
(continued)
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(1)
v j  i i U
/uUUi> ajUJJ l>
/ ✓
/ y ^ i i l  : n J ? - 3  / J
'* 5
0 ^ ll * ^
t ^ b  . - i i - u U  - 2 A >
/ . ^  i * y ' ? » . * ’ i * .
- v — ? J  /  ^ t u  ^  / I J > — 1 *■
: ; J , S  i l U
Footnote 2 continued: 
pp. 257-259:
1. M
2. M
S u m .
Al-Asmaci says: Some of the Arabs replace with 
the jim every doubled y a 1 for relation or 
something else.
Al-Farra' asserts that it is the language 
of Tayyi', and he quotes:
r _ 4 - 7 ^  ^  ^  o n
' S / ^  * / o
*gj) Vjlfifsic) J l Lj /v L b ti?  -*L ^ -^ 3
He m e a n s : V i ^ X l A T - J  ; :
^ * 9  s^ _ / k  <slc> -2J->
i e ‘ " V s ^ _ y ^ ^ V ^  i.e.
: By their nobility 
their tribe became celebrated.
O L i » _ }
/-u»
jlJ) : Missing.
-  /
170
k + f  c u i i  J  l i O J  l > i
w ,  ' , w » •
c  J & )  n
1. Sh :
2. Al-Akhtal, Shic r al-Akhtal, pp. 398, 375:
Sum.
: A tribe.
The best thing of everything. The origin of
is / u L - j U J ;  ; it is an adj. and the qualified n.
is elided; its assumption is:
y " I I
His saying: c y y  <- r < J 3  is a c o n j . sentence;
the rel. pron. is elided; its assumption is:
They say: C ^ T lS -  S t f s J  i e -
: A comprehensive glory to them; 
the pron. of ^  refers to Tamim.
The gram. ex. is in his saying: L - U h  U A  ,
the origin is: /u U j j j  L r ^  he then elides the nun;
this is the language of Balharith 
Cl Banu al-Harith 2]
The v. is cited under: "Poems ascribed to 
al-Akhtal".
M M  *
% Al-Azhari, al-Tasrih, pt. I, p. 132.
& Al-cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, p. 425.
& Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun, pt. VI, 
p . 14:
The nun of a J L _ U » )  is elided for alleviation 
because of the length of the conjunct with the c o n j . 
sentence.
% Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 313:
(continued)
*' X  ** *  I . "  <>L *  » i  - *
w
Footnote 2 continued:
Al-Farra’ quotes the v.
& Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 582: 
By al-Akhtal, They two are those two women who are
9
such that, if Tamim had given them birth, it would 
have been said, Theirs is genuine glory!
Ibn Hisham, Awdah al-Masalik, p. 17:
u u ;  u s
Balharith b. Kacb and some of Rabica elide the nun of
and
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 308.
Ibn Y a cish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. Ill, p. 155.
1.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc, pt. I, p. 167:
A l-Fa r r a 1 says: The c o n j . sentence becomes 
a compensation for the nun, and they elide from what 
is long in their speech. Al-Mubarrad says that this 
is peculiar to L W )  and because of
the length of the n.
Some say: in the nom. case and
(sic) in the a c c . and gen.
172
g *  - J  * ^ r - J ) "
/v-^-3 • itTfiii 'J/'' ' «SliW
: ° ^ i  g j - J J  V  *J t W r  ;'
U U >  f j
U liif 4;u jL ^ J
{q-)<3)
Sh : /— rL*-3 : Missing.
Sh : A l ^ J u U )
Sh :
Layla al-Akhyaliya, Diwan Layla, p. 61:
L ^ U ^ O  s y ^ i ) )  / y - ^  • S u m -
The v. is by Abu Harb b. al-Aclam of Banu c Uqayl. 
Al-Saghani ascribes it to Layla al-Akhyaliya in 
llal - cUbabtl; some ascribe it to Ru'ba b. al-cAjjaj.
A battle in a valley called Batn al-Nukhayl.
Grammatical books narrate as an ex.
of the inflection of A r - = ~ - A ^ )  This language is
ascribed to Hudhayl and c Uqayl.
Ru'ba, Diwan Ru'ba <Majmuc Ashlar al-cArab pt. Ill), 
p p . 1 7 2 , 1 6 8 :  f
This v. is cited 
under the title: "Individual vs. ascribed to 
Ru'ba b. al-cAjjaj, and some of them are ascribed to 
al-cAjjaj as well".
(continued)
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Footnote 4 continued:
% Abu Zayd,. al-Nawadir, p. 47:
o %
J )
s
% Aqrab al-Mawarid, under' the article: V  S j 1 I
- / j / t
§ Al-Azhari, al-Tasrih, pt. I , p. 133:
U U ^ l j
% C Alwan, al-Shawahid, pp. 40, 39:
L * L ^ > f  m j -a J )  This v. is one of
the vs. which grammarians disagree about whom to 
ascribe it.
@ Al-cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, p. 426:
UUt^J) J ^ j y  •
% Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 506:
1 * 1 * 4 )  y y ^  .
§ Al-Baghdadi, Sharh Abyat al-Mughni, pt. VI, p. 253:
J j j ;
& Al-Dajani, al-Shudhudh, p. 508:
U i ^ 5 7 7 ^ 2 5 u >  , o _ J w
To treat as you treat the sound masc.
pi. is anomalous.
% Al-Durra, Fath al-Qarib, pt. Ill, p. 348:
U u J u  y U x J t h )  They say:
/ v m J O )  as w e l 1 -
% Al-Harawi, al-CJzhiya, p. 308:
a s — ^  ; (sic)-
% Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 583:
^  * By Abu ?arb 
al-Aclam al-Jahili al-cUqayli, We are they that came
(continued)
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Footnote 4 continued:
in the morning on the day of al-Nukhayl 
(a place in Syria) for an obstinate onslaught.
% Ibn cAqil, Sharh Ibn cAqil, pt. I, pp. 144-145:
L - JjfJcJ) A * - * *  • S u m *
What is narrated by the trustworthy Abu Zayd in his 
"Nawadir": 4 A z r J t i )  a / — * '  is the well-known usage
in the language of the generality of the Arabs.
The gram. ex. is in his saying:
since it occurs with the waw in the nom. case as if 
it were a sound masc. pi.
Some of the scholars have been deceived by the 
appearance of in the nom. and
in the acc. and gen., they then say that this word is
infl. and in reality it is a sound masc. pi. This is
incorrect, the correct thing is that it is uninfl. 
occurring in the form of the infl. It seems that it 
is uninfl. with the waw and y a ' .
% Ibn Hisham, Awdah al-Masalik, p. 17:
% Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. II, p. 458:
— ■ i T —  ^ £
A t J L j J )  '£■*-*’ •
& Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, pp. 208, 285:
I / | / «*» 11 hi / 9 *** . f 0 “•
The inflection
of ^  ^  f is the language of Tayyi 1 , Hudhayl
and c Uqayl.
© Al-Suyuti, Sharh Shawahid al-Mughni, pt. II, p. 832:
t L _ i L = ( i -  (sic)
They say: \ a) ^ ^  with leaving undefined.
% Tawba, Diwan Tawba, pp. 62, 61:
/(^  Sum.
(continued)
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/ o /
t-JLli ^ " j U I  “ j  <■ g i>
/ u S  9 i t  ®  ^ / / }
Cji* « J ~ 9 J j 4 J )  L A
<*) , ' /  j L a >  / * . " .  l* ?
\ ^ * L *  ^ r 4 >  / u M b J ;
S T /  • ) / ' '
C c j n ) ) !
*
Footnote 4 continued:
Layla al-Akhyaliya composed the poem from which 
the v. is taken in boasting of that day in 
which one of Banu c Uqayl killed Dahr al-Ju€fi, 
head of Madhhij in his time.
% Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, p. 109:
L * t A ^ J # )  4 ^  > {sic)-
The obj . of ^  is elided; the
assumption is:
U L y * / U J L l J J )  '
& Musarrif b. al-Aclam b. Khuwaylid b. cAmir
b. c Uqayl b. Kacb b. Rabica b. cAmir b. Sacsac a
•  »
is a Pre-Islamic knight and poet. He has poems 
on the battle-day of Fayf al-Rih and the 
battle-day of al-Nukhayl.
Al-Marzubani, MuCjam al-Shu^ara1, p. 389.
i. Sh 
2 * 2.
3 . M
Banu Hudhayl say: /t— ~ M J )  in all the
c ases.
/ l i J j A J )  # Sh : / U J j q J J
(continued)
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Footnote
&
4. Sh : 
5 .
6 .
3 continued: , /
4V W
The p i . of / S — sjii) is: >
/ (V - / { M A
' O O J U J  and - ^
by elision of the nun.
Aqrab al-Mawarid. 
e
Great Marw, in the middle-ages, was called 
Marw-al-Shahijan, to distinguish it from 
Marw-al-Rud, Little Marw, and Shahijan is 
probably merely the Arab form of the old 
Persian Shahgan, 'kingly,1 or 'belonging to the 
king,' though Yaqut and others explain the term 
as Shah-i-Jan to mean 'of the soul of the 
k i n g '.
Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 
p. 398 .
m
A J  U r ^ L J j  is a Persian word meaning:
u L k L - U  : The soul of the sultan,
because I___3} )  is fj— U S) or
and j > L U )  is the sultan. It is called
o /
that - meaning - because they think
highly of it.
Mucjam al-Buldan (under M a rw).
Al-Baghdadi, Sharh Abyat al-Mughni, pt. VI, 
pp. 255 ,^256;“  ,  , , , ,
y ^ u  /u a j j a J )
Sum.
means: : Marw
of the kings. Marw is a mudaf and al-muluk is 
a mudaf ilayhi because the kings were living 
t here.
Al-Durra, Fath al-Qarib, pt. Ill, p. 350:
) j &  (sic)
— (continued)
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Footnote 6 continued:
Sum.
I found neither the second hemistich nor the poet. 
What he means by is bad circumstances.
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 310:
(sic); (sic). Al-Hudhali
says the v. x
S u m .
Al-Hudhali is perhaps Malik b. Khalid al-KhunaCi 
al-Hudhali, but the v. is not to be found among the 
vs. of Malik in "Diwan al-Hudhaliyin".
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 590:
3  /
s*  I*
s i c ) ; v  l  ( s i c )  .
They are those who loosed the yoke from off me in 
Marw al-Shahijan; and they are my strength.
Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. II, p. 458:
— &  <sic) AJ^ SLjJAJ)
We found neither the second hemistich of this v. nor 
the poet.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 308:
a j S J s L ^ J )  (sic) .
Al-Lisan, under the article:
(sic) . Al-Farra' quotes the v.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 287:
(sic) .
Al-Suyuti, Sharh Shawahid al-Mughni, pt. II, p. 833:
<slc> a j J iJ A J )
I looked into "Diwan al-Hudhaliyin" and I did not 
find this v. either among Malik's poetical works, or 
among the poetical works of other poets.
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(£)
*
a >  , .
L U u  a v > “  &  i
^  v j  * - T
C  ^
v i i l i a 1 -i*j-»
• #
Sh :
Sh : I-- f
: < ^ , J )  # Sh : (_T ^ tl P )
4. Al-Lisan, under the article:
\ X M >  c & L *  L ^ ;
1 
2
3 . M
C * i J j  v j  (sic)
■ ; C j - L - i A )  :
-F^  1 colnrhrhH
Wo n d e r ;
falsehood.
M k ) } )  % f  c ^ k )  :“ c ^ J j >  * Longed for.
* Made a sound, shouted.
i-e. =
Owners of camels and horses. ♦ ❖
© ^
6 ^ * ^  sU*-* ^
Indeterminate period, the pi. is /*• v  ^  A  and 
^ --- > ^  and ) : Ei9hty
* • J  I %  •
years or more, the pi. of r  ^ 2  *%. is i| jf /% 9
i  4 * , # l / * ^
the pi. of /** ^ f is v  i j j and f .
* * «
: PI. of i.e. / \^J) •
«— ✓ - /
The past, the last.
Aqrab al-Mawarid; Dhayl.
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« I# . M tt . - Ct »
V 3  j L J L
• / • ’ * ^ /
' •*p' 4^ -^  sr*
c w  w j  ,  '
a A ' J " L»
1. Sh
2. M
v ^ 3 l — f j )
c Ali b. Hamza; head of the Kufan scholars in 
his time.
Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, al-Addad, pt. I,
p. 168.
o j £ j )  # sh : 2 j J 4 J )
3. Al-Harawi, al-LJzhiya, p. 310:
\ / W
Some of them say: (sic) by elision
of the nun. Al-Kisa'i says: I heard Hudhayl 
saying:
— j X z  — l * - *  <s i c >
mm w> M
& Al-Takriti, Ibn al-Shajari, p. 125:
 Ljg-3 (sic)
4. Al-Shaykh Abu cAli al-Farisi, al-Hasan b. Ahmad. 
Shalabi, Abu cAli al-Farisi, pp. 52, 45.
5. M
** ** o
& - /i : It has other ways of writing and
this one is the best.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
“ (continued)
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$ ut w if/ +
L A  ' < / *
m  ' T  . 0 ) .
Footnote 5 continued:
Sh
4.
The Arabs pronounce what is not orig. in their 
language in different forms, as for ex.
Opposite footnote (5) of p. (62) there is
also with two dhals.
•
Al-Mucarrab, under the cat. of the alif and the 
c a t . of the b a 1.
has several ways of writing it: 
j and   \ )
But the Basrans reject the latter because as 
they say that there is no word in Arabic speech 
comprising a dal followed by a dhal.
Al-Kisa'i accepts 
the origin; he says as well:
\ ^ , \ )  g  ^ and y U  )
according to
MuC.jam al-Buldan,
Inserted on theL t - f ' ... :
right margin # Sh :
S u m .
Al-Shiraziyat is a work by Abu eAli al-Farisi 
comprising (40) questions on: Language,
(continued)
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ty. '*■* s « " W  * -
•. ! S - >
•• L f L ^ J  O U j
Footnote 4 continued:
grammar, morphology, inflection and vs. by 
various poets of different periods.
Shalabi, Abu cAli al-Farisi, p. 547.
1. Sh : /c— A— W
® M  /%/*“**) : C^ d  Allah b. Mascud.
Abu Zurta, al-Hujja, p. 783.
2. M .) ^  -J ) # Sh : *) *___
♦/—  ^ — * 9i • /
% \7jjh-J-t? (sic) yJa_Ju s 3  -A-U *
u s i Fell short.
/
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
The Message, al-Baqara (The Cow), v. 226, p. 49:
Those who take an oath that they will not 
approach their wives.
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 311:
Some of them say ✓ s
with the ya' in the nom., a c c . and gen,
Al-Farra’ says: This language is equally for
men and women in the reading of cAbd Allah:
.  /
•  . . .  -  .  A  > CAi
(sic)
position o f : /
t y u j  j - *  * k A U  ^ 4 ;
(continued;
Footnote 3 continued:
% Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, p. 584:
in
jf— i * T  /
The nun being elided, “i J y J ) , which is rare
the masc., as   •
For them that swear to abstain from their wives.
Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. II, p. 763:
i.e.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc, pt. I, p. 286:
Ibn Mascud reads:
^ — - j j —
1. Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 309:
— * £ j > )  s 3  (sic) s 2 J / i — — U-
— 7 • L r  • * -
O / ' o ^ / / o 4' /  ° I
— ■ (sic) f
tut
The v. is not ascribed. He means:
~~ s
Al-Lisan, under the articles:
L ^ j s v ?l » *  lr " )_> ;
■ /t/k  c + O  ^  :
A rope of fibre or any other material; the pi. is 
— >1____ -») and ^  | ^ . They say also:
- s & i t + e ) )  ' Tt is
a well twisted rope.
& Al-Taj, pt. X, p. 326.
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® c  ” : \ a >
^ y < j >
$ Of tl { / „ <f 1 w  M • , .
: vjlu Nv=ij4JJ JLl#
j U j l  M u . j  \ A > u )  j* .«• *
1.  ^u» ,,
The pi. of ^s: ^
*,* < i ** / •• •• |
and ‘
2. Sh
—  :
The Message, al-Talaq (Divorce), v. 4, p. 873:
> j d h
1 i ' s , ~ * s } s
Now as for such of your women as are beyond the 
age of monthly courses.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 309:
They read the v. in two ways:
- With the hamza and preserving the y a 1 \ S U i )  ■
- With kasr under the hamza and elision of the 
y “ ' .
Al-Lisan, under the article
f /
^ 3 M J J  is in the sense of . , The
Most High God says:
_ _ «- / __ /
Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, p. Ill:
m m * * m m *
They use - more frequent - with fem.
(continued)
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S *» 11) | g 9 m
i '  ^ M J J j : \ J U  L - U i
m / ’ ^
\ 3 m \  v J U  # v j j i i ;  - . L ^ r
WJ  • /
. / (3)
: v J i i i u  " i J t t o  • ' i l i :  > * > ? U
Footnote 2 continued:
pi. as the saying of the Most High God:
4, i  ■ O ' L - t L ?  .
1. M : 4 Lggj : Missing.
2. Abu Zurca, al-Hujja, p. 571:
Abu c Amr and Warsh read: without
prolongation and without hamz in all the Qur'an.
% Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, pp. 315-316:
S u m . *
Ut
Some of them say: \ S J 4 J )  : A y a 1 with kasr
✓
and without hamz. They read the v. in four
S tM Ut
ways :
< S M J )  .
& Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II,
p. 585:
, the hamza of *) being
lightened between hamza and y a 1, because it is 
pronounced with kasr, as in the reading of
W a r s h : v j u i - i j U  .
/ /
& Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 287.
3. The Message, al-Ahzab (The Confederates), v. 50,
p . 648 :
a  IIU  c Z j cZ>
£-bz_i" lr-J>
(continued)
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* *•* C O  0 ^. ■ ^
" v l i i a  * 4 ^ 0 / 1  - * : 7
•i / / ■ /
/
Footnote 3 continued:
And C  We have made lawful to thee H3 the 
daughters of thy paternal uncles and aunts, and 
the daughters of thy maternal uncles and aunts, 
who have migrated with thee 
d  to Yathrib
1. M
2. Sh
✓
■ ^ 3 0 1
3. Abu Zur«a, al-Hujja, p. 571:
Sum. ^ —
The Arabs make the pi, of
and O J 4 J J  ; they then make these pi. and 
say: The name of al-rajiz is not
mentioned.
% Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun,
pt. VI, p. 1541
✓ 0 /
The sentence of ^  is the
c o n j . sentence of the last conjunct. It is 
permissible to be a con j . sentence for the 
three conjuncts because of the same indication.
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, 
p. 96A:
/  ® r  ’•
From those women (that have asserted e t c.), and 
(from) that woman (that has asserted e t c.), and 
(from) those women that have asserted that I,
(continued)
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Footnote 3 continued:
verily my contemporaries have grown old, the 
conj- of the first two conjuncts being 
suppressed, because indicated by the conj. of 
the third.
Ibn Qutayba., al-Shic r wa 1 1-Shuca r a 1 , 2nd ed. , 
p t . I , p . 88:
/ * L  <
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. I, p. 24:
1.
2 .
3.
4.
Sh
Sh
M
Al-Lisan, under the article: L — 4J :
s o  ) :. . Abu cAmr
— Of
quotes the v.
4 j  ) # Sh : JJJ)
Al - cArji, Diwan al-cArji, p. 74:
o<L
4 -  (sic) •
J J )  ; /wXiJ •
Good deed for God's sake.
Abu Zurc a, al-Hujja, p. 571:
Those who read: sM.---- take the kasra
s
(continued)
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" j L J J  “
^  / • / /
Footnote 4 continued:
a subst. for the y a ' , as in the saying of al-cArji. 
& Al-AsbahanI, al-AghanT, pt. XIX, pp. 216, 217-218:
notable Tabi'un, was throwing pebbles (at the stoning 
places in Mina) he came across a bareheaded woman; he 
then said to her: 0 woman! cover your head. She 
said: Verily, and by the name of God I am one of 
those whom the poet means in his saying:
Abu Hazim then said to his companions: Pray to God 
not to torture this beautiful face in hell.
& Al-Asbahani, Mukhtar al-Aghani, pt. IV, p. 406.
& Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 316.
% Ibn «Abd Rabbih, a l - cIqd al-Farid, pt. VI, p. 109.
% Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 309.
% Al-Lisan, under the article:
One says: While Abu Hazim b. Dinar, one of the
/
t**
recompense.
J j  s p * 00 : Weak-minded
person; easily deceived. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
sit) J d J t l  &  p  C x j A l )
^ ^>iU /
/ *v , ' '
C  JL^J;H
/ • 9
1. M :
2. Al-Aswad, Diwan al-Aswad b. Ya*fur, p. 38:
.  £  < ~
* * (sic). He says the v. describing bondmaids.
✓
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 314 
9 •
  The meaning of
,£ / / /v is: / -■ T  ^  : Menstruated.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 309:
Al-Aswad b. Yacfur says the v.
Sum.
He likens women to eggs as what occurs in the Qur'an:
t
 J+  U j > J )  ■ * i U & } J )  : Tips of the
fingers.
T & Z ' M )  ^  fcttJ c P )  :
Goblets; the sing, is: and
Ibn Sida, al-Mukhassas, vol. XIII, p. 178:
o
0 0 •
: The monthly course. 
Al-Lisan, under the article: I— U  *
as well.
Went
They say: /v - a M  s M - P )
<2 X-* ■ -4 -2_3 L - *  :
beyond it.
(continued)
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a*
/
f
/ /
Footnote 2 continued: 
at; beat.
M
: PI. of i»S'jJr LZJJ ■
/L-^i s5 - 5  L* : A flask.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
- ........ —  . .... — —  o ✓
# Sh :
UJJ C Z j ^ r  t i L l J V  •
4 ^ *  Lt-0 :
i.e. became old. x
Became honourable.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
Abu Zayd, al-Nawadir, p. 60:
Kuthayyir b. cAtiya - al-Mufaddal asserts 
that - says:
t / . / .
f ^
He says: ^
IS? :
When they wrapped up their nipples their udders
(continued)
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Footnote 2 continued:
became full, therefore their nipples were about to be 
c u t .
% Al-Lisan, under the article:-- I---- il :
. u . j f l z ' f s ' g P l
* * *
By elision of the t a '.
% Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc, pt. I, p. 288:
i-S- s v * 0
(sic) l * a )
^ ^ 1 ) :  :
A string fastened above the nipple of the she-camel 
in order not to let its young get milk.
^ 9  < _ ~ t<
% : PI- of f -* U  : A she-camel. The
origin is: : They find the damma heavy
above the waw, therefore they put the waw before the
— *? # <
nun, so it becomes f y ; they then replace
the waw with a ya'.
: PI. Of - P ^ )  !
That gives much milk.
J_3UJC^ : ^  Ji>  :
On the point of cutting its nipples by wrapping up. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
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7 * if 90 m *1 w  t
\ I j J  J J U
J  r  / *  •
. ' j U ) " / U j C j  O u \ 
^ U j U J J  ^  U )  * A i * £  
t ' -i v 3  * !r *  — * * * ?  j  ' 
liiif/wl^SjiiJj J ifjU
(2) P  9 P ' ^ (y . j
: j U * i  c j  J - f - M J J
c w  't# <* ii
1. See pp. 183, 184.
2 - ££ : sZ & J A J J  s ]s - < J  -■ Missing.
3. Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 309:
By elision of the hamza.
: Opposite of
separation.
■ Pi- of :
Fulfilment of promise.
4. M
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
O L > l J )  * £h : # Q
o i £ ) 9 _ »  J  _ *
The pi of
, v ^ i j - U )  , c J i ^ L u
by elision of the t a ',
(continued)
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C t )  f  9 (i) £  / 3 j * i
< ^ L  ^  O J j M J )  M : J * a X j
C y J r ^ J j J
Footnote 4 continued:
and
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
having the t a 1^pronounced with
kasr, or infl. like ° ^ )
s
Howell, Classical Arabic, pt. I, fasc. II, 
p. 586. *
& Sum. m• P
For fern, p i .: K ^ P 2 4 J )  (sic) , ^  i  ) j j ) ,
v— ) , v 2 ^ — —  ^  0  and
: Uninfl. with kasr, and infl. like
the sound fern. pi.
Al-Suyuti, a l -Hamc, pt. I, p. 287.
# sh eS-t)SZj)1. M
*
2. Aqrab al-Mawarid (Dhayl):
ir) with kasr and it may be with damm as 
wel 1: / & } * * * £ } )  : A special friend;
equally for fern, and masc. The pi. is:
Al-Lisan, under the article: 1 -f,1 • ^
) AXLiJ)
/ / / /  —  &  i ^
(continued)
£
//
Footnote 2 continued:
% Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 288:
i J i f L  /'Kr'-2
The poet is unknown.
v >  "■=* A-P-> —  =
Intimate friend; it is for masc. and fern. The pi. is:
v ± S t l )
Nature; habit. The pi. is: *
J ^ j * 1 *
f -> : -r J -* : Beautified; adorned.
'■ a A Z A & )  ■ ^  ^ * $ *
A kind of plants used mixed with henna for dyeing the 
hair to preserve its colour.
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
1. B :
S u m .
(continued)
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AD
O b  ^  s j
Footnote 1 continued:
2. Sh
3. Q
Sum.
: He ascribes it to T a y y i 1 
because it is the only tribe among the Arabs 
who uses > - 3 j >  as a conjunct and uninfl. It 
may be infl. such as:
Q*l ^  / <7 i  ) '\
and
o / *
And in the acc. and gen. Its pi.
** /  K  /
is: ^ 4 .  4  S in the nom. and in
the acc. and gen. ** *
in the language of T a y y i ' is one of 
the conjuncts which is used for s i ng., du. and 
masc.; fern. pi. in the same expression.
T ayyi', alone, uses it as a conjunct; it is 
formed with the waw and it may be infl.
Also cOJO , in their opinion, is 
taken as a conjunct; it is peculiar to the fern, 
and it is formed with damm. They say:
r  ,iJ b )  — 3_j>
6 y >  ^ j A j j d
They say as well that it is infl. as the sound 
fern. pi.
Al-Suyuti, al-Ham®, pt. I, p. 289 (see p. 151}.
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c J * - >  • L
. / , ^ . » ' • t  n
d J j c j J  / y ^ T K j  4 j J  ; ■* / > . p j )
o 7 \  -  ’ '  ~  ' /
L - ' A a i  /ij L ' i ^  _ a  / o b L A  ”
$/ . / / *> ti ^ ^ ^  *»
C Z i } j U >  , , $ j i  > - *
<*> ^  ' 'il -  •?
< u )  : r f i J J
„ «  J t  ? , ' * ' *  i < "  'mil «JLJ U ) j  _J J L) <«-*<*■*
* >  ' .*». ' 7 w ) ,  . u o b  , ,
<ji>  ^  is -u  • 4 1 -fc jJ J  -u ,>  ^  _ < > r.
1. cAli b. Muhammad al-Nahwi.• t
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya (title page).
2. Al-Uzhiya fi cIlm al-Huruf is a grammatical 
work by al-Harawi.
3. Sh
4. M
L ' l i S  / u b U L _ 5  : Missing.,
✓ _
5. Al-Harawi, ibid., p. 305.
% Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 305
6 . Sh :   r J
8 * Si
9. Sh
Ibn al-Sarraj: Muhammad b. Sahl al-Nahwi
• •
a1-Baghdadi.
Ibn al-Sarraj, al-Usul, pt. I, p. 6 .
% )
10 —  : : Missing.
* (continued)
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s j # s >  * . l i o  * u j j  f c - i  4 *
ij JJ <■ >JW
- —  * £
Footnote 11:
11. Ibn al-Sarraj, al-Usul, pt. II, p. 273 .
1. Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, p. 305 :
Sum.
Al-Farra' says: A certain man recited to me:
/ / "
/yjy )  is the pi. of jT J  ^  ^ : Very quick.
He ascribes the v. to R u 'b a .
% Q
& Ru'ba, Diwan Ru'ba (Majmuc Ashcar a l - cArab pt. Ill),
pp. 180, 168:
The v. is cited under the title: "Individual vs.
ascribed to Ru'ba b. al-cAjjaj, and some of them are
ascribed to al-*Ajjaj as well".
mm
% Al-Azhari, al-Tasrih, pt. I, p. 138:
• 9
S u m .
\ •
He forms with damm. Some say that
^ " J J \ and are infl.
% Al-cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, p. 439:
The pron. which is in the acc. in refers
to the she-camels that are mentioned in the previous
v.
(continued)
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w
Footnote 1 continued:
& Ibn Hisham, Awdah al-Masalik, p. 18:
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 306:
>i5  < ) . is taken from their saying:
*  9 •  V *  k
( \ j  j ^  J \ ) : Passed through.
Al-Lisan, under the article: — 3 _ >  ; e I 7 t _ 3 _ j >  ■
/ / _ -
Al-Suyuti, al-Hame , pt. I, p. 288:
*1 ^  ) a --   ; d> . ) _ 3 _ >  .
✓ / s^ _  /
Al-Takriti, Ibn al-Shajari, p. 125:
4 ' - '  ; ffj (sic) .
Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, p. 119:
/ —  *— , TT ■ ,, .
Sum.
They say: which is the pi. of
L _  : The first one in the racecourse, 
is a conjunct in the sense of
The gram. ex. is in : He pluralizes
which is the language of a group of T a y y i '.
r is the conj . sentence.
M : Li-. : Inserted on the right margin.
1-. Q
2. Sh
is applied as well to kinds of rational 
beings: M a s c . , and fem.
— 0 )  o u
The Message, al-Nahl {The Bee), v. 96, p. 411:
All that is with you is bound to come to an 
end, whereas that which is with God is 
everlasting.
Ibid., al-Nisa' (Women), v. 3, p. 101:
* I— i - -jl) < \ > ^  cp U »  U  ^
And if you have reason to fear that you might
(continued)
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it)
- > l > j  \ ^ U  l i } j
r>J •W — c > ? !  c y ^ J
:.. , £  / ?  - A i .  »
g - *  U  n J l a ^
i j  - u f c q J  , - i  ^
/ . / • / »  . $ * £
  f A J l z r y - *  : \ J J  c  (l*.
/ /
• Ut )
Footnote 4 continued:
% B
Sh
5. M
not act equitably towards orphans, then marry 
from among £7 other I] women such as are 
lawful to you.
( w l J  c j U  U  m eans:
This means that to let | refer to the
rational is not permissible.
He might be Sac id b. Aws b. Thabit al-Ansari
<aaw
al-Lughawi al-Basri.
Abu Zayd, al-Nawadir, (title p a g e ) , p. ( ^ A ;
The Message, al-Racd (Thunder), v. 13, p. 360:
i> t* > Z ' 4  '
✓ / --------
And the thunder extols His limitless glory and 
praises Him.
—C - # sh AJ
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: c J > j r b )  # Sh : C _ J ^ j J > )
2. Al-Hutay'a, Diwan al-Hutay'a, p. 280:
S u m .
Al-Hutay'a says the v. satirizing his wife, 
f a f M - l . l  : ^  ^ l LJJ J : Villain. In the voc.
we say to the masc. villain: \ J L, , and to
: 9\A j  Ithe fem. villain: J L  . >  \A__ __J is
formed with kasr. /
Grammarians say that the usage of t \ L - J  by
al-Hutay'a not in the voc. is anomalous poetic 
•  #
licence. It is probable that the assumption is:
l & J  L  : l ^ J  J L i J
and in this^case it is regular.
Abu al-Gharib al-Nasri says:
~  V  4 ^ > i  u
They say as well:
^  i '
s j j
Vw—-— - - ✓ (continued)
/
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Footnote 2 continued:
& Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, al-Ibdal, pt. I ,
pp. 380 ^  379:
Abu Gharib al-Nasri
recites the v. *
Sum. * / 'J * 9
Some say: (sic) U  • it is
ascribed to al-Hutay'a. ^
'  '  k -  1 1 i iThe gram. ex. is: J * since \
the infinitival is conjoined/with the imperfect which 
is not n e g . , and this is rare.
Another gram. ex. is: since they use
not in the voc., and this is rare.
Abu cA m r : 
the same. They say:
• y l M J )  v 3  and •
A l - cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, p. 473; pt. IV, p. 229.
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun, pt. II, 
p. 404. ------------
Al-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. Ill, p. 164:
He uses y £ _ _ j  as a pred., and this is poetic 
licence. *
Howell, Classical Arabic, pts. II; III (one vol.),
p. 286: ~
By al-Hutay'a, I roam about so long as I roam about;
* t
then repair to a home whose housewife is a slut.
Ibn cAgil, Sharh Ibn cAqil, pt. I, p. 139:
The v. is single, with no other either before or 
after.
Ibn Hisham, Sharh al-Shudhur, p. 120.
Ibn Malik, al-Tashil, pp. 411
(continued)
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Footnote 2 continued:
(under the ind. of the gram. exs.), 187.
% Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 107:
Sum.
When the two forms: v  „ 3  and J  L*3l -3  are
not used in the voc., they are anomalous as in the 
saying of the poet.
% Ibn al-Sikkit, al-Alfaz, p. 43:
Abu al-Gharib al-Nasri says: / } / / ^
U ;  ^ > 7  - J  i & i j  u
% Ibn Y a cish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. IV, p. 57.
■—  M l  * • *
% Al-Lisan, under the article:
Abu al-Gharib al-Nasri says the v.
% Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil, pt. I, p. 261; pt. Ill, p. 302:
— ' « /
Salah, al-Taysir, p. 205.
Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc , pt. I, p. 282; pt. Ill, p. 63.
(continued)
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Footnote 1:
)Sh : V  ^  : Missing.
Al-Ac sha, Diwan al-Acsha al-Kabir, pp. 143, 139, 142:
Sum.
The v. is taken from a poem composed upon the
occasion when al-Ac sha says satirizing
cAlqama b. c Ulatha, and praising ^Arnir b. al-Tufayl. 
9 o '
0 ’ U m e a n s : ^  ^Ic.
Boasting of c Alqama against cAmir.
/ U
*"■ m
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. I, p. 324:
: Wonder i.e.
God is innocent of him.
Sum.
Abu al-Khattab - meaning al-Akhfash al-Akbar, 
cA b d >al-Hamid b. cAbd al-Majid - asserts that 
,— V )  is as your saying:
s ^ L J j  4 ^ , . — '• as if he says:
/ -J , t W  t / . f
n  :
✓ s
God is innocent of evil. He asserts as well that
this is the same as in the v. of al-Acsha
❖
i.e. —  - J? c ) God is
innocent of him. As for leaving out the nunation in 
/ * o 9
A J \ they take it as a diptote, because it
becomes in their^opinion definite. It is in the acc. 
the same as: ^ |f -J —  ^ ) : Praise be to God.
The gram. ex. is that he makes / u L < i — t in 
the acc. because it is an inf. n. It remains in the 
acc. because it is aplastic inf. n. It is diptote 
because it is made a proper name for J  r
so it is the same as
Aqrab al-Mawarid, under the article:
A j L s i — -7
^ / (continued)
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Footnote 2 continued:
' i * >
A  A  | «<1 n  has the sense of annexation, i.e.
— 7 ■
& Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, pt. II, p. 41.
% Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.;*expl. Harun, pt. Ill,
p. 397:  ^ ------
Leaving out the nunation of / U  is not
because it is diptote being a proper name having the 
augs. the alif and nun, but because it remains in the 
form of^the mudaf, its frequent usage. The origin 
is: /— *L0  — w , he then elides the mudaf
ilayhi for poetic licence.
% Ibn Jinni, al-Khasa'is, pt. II, pp. 197, 435;
pt. Ill, p. 32:
a J  — t is a proper name in the sense of
and : Integrity.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. I, p. 347; pt. II, 
p. 250:
If you take /U — -r as an indefinite n. you make
it decl.
Ibn Yacish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. I, pp. 120, 119: 
Sum.
is an inf. n . , diptote and uninfl.
It is used only in the acc.; the rafc , jarr and the 
alif and lam are not attached to it as the other inf. 
ns. It is one of the inf. n s . whose vs. are not 
used, as if he says: t_* L jT -r with a single
b a 1 . C L -
Al-Lisan, under the article:
Al-Mubarrad, al-Muqtadab, pt. Ill, p. 218.
*
Al-Mufradat, under the article:
(continued)
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- - i ct;
Footnote 2 continued:
They say that the assumption is: /L— >*£"!■£' / u L ^ l — -7 
as sarcasm.
3 MuCjam al-Maqayis, under the article:
Some say that its paraphrase is:
: It is a great surprise if
cAlqama boasts of himself.
% Al-Sirafi, Sharh Abyat Sibawayh, pt. I, p. 109:
/ u b n — 7 in this v. is not a mudaf.
% Al-Suyuti, al-HamC, pt. Ill, p. 115.
% Tahdhib al-Lugha, under the article:
2. M
The Message, Yunus, v. 43, p. 298:
<■— -— U j  A m Jj  'i/'a
And there are among them such as Cl pretend to 
look towards thee: but canst thou show the right way 
to the blind even though they cannot see?
# Sh :
u i w >  j j J
C ^ K i l j D
1. Sh 
2 * Sh 
3. B
■) ,  .
: Missing.
•
He used ^  for O U J j  when he
called it, greeted it and treated it as 
rationa1 .
Imru'u 11-Qays, Diwan, p. 27:
S u m .
It is a prayer for the ruins to be happy and 
free from harm - this is their custom - as if 
they mean by that the people of the ruins. His 
saying: 11 ", he say s : Your
people had gone away therefore you have 
changed; so how can you enjoy life after them! 
as if he means by that he himself.
> _  c.
^ is in the sense of
5 ^ - * ^  ■
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. IV, pp. 38-39:
Sum.
They form
A  O /
9 -«-» - /
* /  *  • ✓
Some of the Arabs say:
such as:
(continued}
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Footnote 3 continued:
L > U p  ( V ^  ~j j )
<sic)4 ^ (sic)/ P ,  .
/
The v. is by I m r u ’u '1-Qays. with two
dammas is a dialectical form of with
damm; it is also with fath and kasr; all of them are•  •
in the sense of : Age. They say as well:
which is in the sense of
: The
pas t .
The gram. ex. is: Forming the imperfect of
in ^ with kasr which is rare.
Aqrab al-Mawarid, under the article:
v j  / t j U ’/ y - *  s J ^ — 5
Al-Azhari, al-Tasrih, pt. I, p. 133:
The origin of ^ | is: ; they
elide from it the first nun. The quiescent nun at 
the end is for corroboration.
Al-cAyni, al-Maqasid, pt. I, p. 433:
Sum.
The origin of with kasr and
fath upon the c ayn. If they say: this means
that it is elided from with fath above
the c ayn; and if they say: this means that
it is elided from r y  ) with kasr under the
cayn.
The gram. ex. is in his saying: 
since he uses ^  which is peculiar to the
rational with what is placed in his position.
Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, ed.; expl. Harun, pt. I,
' (continued)
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Footnote 3 continued:
p . 60 :
They assert that some of the Arabs recite:
v J U j  ^  J J i
with the fatha above the c ayn.
% Al-Baghdadi, Sharh Abyat al-Mughni, pt. IV, p. 77.
Al-Dajani, al-Shudhudh, p. 405:
Abu Hayyan holds the belief of Yunus b. Habib that 
is infl. v. Yunus says:
J^  ^  f * -f ^  * i.e. I said to it:
j  : May God keep you in a good and 
pleasant state.
Al-Durra, Fath al-Qarib, pt. II, p. 137.
Al-Durra, Fath Rabb al-Bariya, pt. I, pp. 128-129:
S u m .
The v. is the prelude of Imru'u '1-Qays' famous poem 
which is rhymed in lam. The occasion of that poem - 
as they say - is that Imru'u '1-Qays went at night to 
visit the daughter of the Roman emperor, and she 
forbade him from staying with her in order not to be 
shamed; but he refused to obey.
: \ & 9  £ * * * ' & & )  =
Interrog. implying a negation i.e.
It does not enjoy life.
He singles out the morning for this prayer 
because raids and misfortunes occur in the morning.
Al-Ghalayini, Jamic al-Durus, pt. I, p. 133.
Ibn Hisham, Awdah al-Masalik, p. 17:
m—m  * •
Sum.
^ is for the rational being; and for the 
irrational being if you put it in the position of the
(continued)
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' a I j U  /u J  v 's^ r f
*4i  L ttfJ j  i x i j  4 ^ 0  
*  • **
illJ J
( 0  - " o / •
Footnote 3 continued:
rational, as what does not respond. The saying of 
the poet is an ex. for that.
& Ibn Hisham, al-Mughni, pt. I, pp. 184, 182:
in the saying of the poet is a synonym of
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. I, p. 274:
Ibn Y a cish, Sharh al-Mufassal, pt. VII, p. 153:
Samak, Amir al-Shic r, p. 225.
Al-Suyuti, Sharh Shawahid al-Mughni, pt. I, 
p p . 34 0, 48 5.
mm mm mm mm
Al-Ushmuni, Sharh al-Ushmuni, pt. I, 
pp. Ill, 112, 466:
Sum. . s
v j J i  is for request and excitation. The origin of
, they elide the alif and
nun for alleviation.
1. Harmala b. al-Mundhir; he lived in both the 
Pre-Islamic and Islamic period.
(continued)
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/
w  . / M / - t. 0 \ / * / / Z  i| * *
/ v ~ ^  £ ? " *  * £ r  ~ i r ^
Footnote 1 continued:
1 . M
2 . iyi 
3 .
4. Sh :
Al-Asbahani, al-Aghani, pt. XII, p. 127. 
* ✓ ✓
Abu Zubayd al-Ta'i, Shic r Abi Zubayd, 
pp. 58, 63: ^
U This
v. is taken from a poem describing a lion. 
Cheikho, Shu«ara' al-Nasraniya (al-Mukhadramun),
p t . I , p . 73 :
y J Z x j
and
The young of every
thing; the pi. is 
The origin of
A'
the form of
they then convert the damma of the r a 1 into 
a kasra in order to convert the waw into a y a '. 
When they convert the waw into a ya' it becomes:
(continued)
such a s :
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Footnote 4 continued:
o 1
^ j  . The damma being heavy above 
t h e /y a l therefore they elide it, they then 
elide the y a 1 because of the combination of two 
quiescents: The y a 1 and nunation.
If the y a 1 is with the fatha they do not 
elide anything, because the fatha is light; 
they say: : I saw puppies.
1 * ££
2. Sh
3 *
4. Sh
— ✓
Muhit al-Muhit.
* •  • *
# Q :
— > \j> )
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/ /
< 't L i  : ' J U w  b-U-*
\ J ± S ^  j j  *s ^ U w ^ y j
> i j  i -  ^  . -
' *  ' ~ 
i > e £ )  \ s ^ < i >  **: P > *  s J f ^ 1
4 ^
Sh : f ^ A ^ U y j  A S ^ f i J U
The Message, al-Zumar (The Throngs), v. 33, p. 710:
✓
(2)«
A — » L* 7 L >  s>— S— i i l _ ?
' '  ^ i £ p j  ^  A U 5 L 5 J
But he who brings the truth, and he who 
wholeheartedly accepts it as true - it is they, they, 
who are C Z  truly Z 3  conscious of Him!
% Al-Suyuti, al-Hamc, pt. I, p. 285:
S - s occurs in the sense of implying
the meaning of requital frequently, such as:
/ •
2. The Message, al-Baqara (The Cow), v. 259, p. 58:
Or £3 art thou, 0 man, of the same mind Z3 as he 
who passed by a town.
3. Ibid., al-Sharh (The Opening-Up Of The Heart), v. 3, 
p. 960:
That had weighed so heavily on thy back?
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\ >  4 - 0
O j - 5  * :
/ , /
: \ J U c j  ^ J j J  - U  L  s j *
\ t y Z f ~ K j  • \j^+Ss- \ J M J  O u
■ A L U  s j  \yp^ {yiy.
l U *  " \ s ~ d )  * l i b
f - £ y  J  (jJli-JJ
/
1. The Message, al-Mujadala (The Pleading), v. 1, 
p. 843:
V o U  j; / ✓ ✓
God has indeed heard the words of her who pleads with
thee concerning her husband.
2. Ibid., al-Baqara (The Cow), v. 142, pp. 29-30:
I i  _* i*j \ iTi • i> i \  j  i . '  -
\ $ S  ^  c v ^ d J _ 3
THE WEAK-MINDED among people will say, "What has 
turned them away from the direction of prayer which 
they have hitherto observed?"
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'  /  to /
J i > J  : \ j U i  J L S  € y J i U J )  \ J *  JJJ
'» m  ■
4 & 0 £ ? * J  l ^ r
• \ J 3  L k J j  \ j U  4> i*» L O )
ff ^ f j / b x *  c M l J j  * ^ - 5 ^  v - u
4 ? - *  * ^ ‘“ ' V S ^ 6,
O ?  ^  * ; «
“ : o )  “  o U i l ^ - h
«  I/-  ✓ \°.. / ' •  ; /
.J ^
v J O / U J j  < & * . &
<S) ~'
'  O  u  \ j b .  l ^ j - 4 - 5
1. Sh
2
O b
. Sh : O  L^U^) ^_$-*^)
The Message, al-Baqara (The C o w ) , v. 277, p. 62
^ U i  t - t v ;  ^ J j  i i /
Verily, those who have attained to faith and do 
good w o r k s .
Ibid., al-Ahzab (The Confederates), v. 35, 
p. 645:
And all men and women who are mindful of their 
chastity.
4. Sh
'  -  : 4 ' Y ^
•• o
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■ I - w  i . *
i i b  " A - J j i  ,-L. ct 4 Y >
• ‘ ^  O j  " ! O *  ' * r - ^ J V
y <J ^ L * J j  ' C S J
— ; U ? — ' J j  ^
* W '/  ^ J
££'* • > M  * i> • - i •••! k J i  *
u * >  5 ^  f *  r  ^
1. The Message, al-Tur (Mount Sinai), v. 4,
L *
p. 807:
.Consider the long-enduring house 
C  of worship Z 3 !
2. M : Damage.
3. Sh
5  *
6. Sh
/*-L
4. Ibid., al-Haqqa (The Laying-Bare Of The Truth),
v. 1 1 , pp. 888-889:
^ 4  < y t i >  j D ;  i b  £  C )
r  And ]3 behold: When the waters 
r  °f Noah's flood burst beyond all
limits, it was We who caused you to be borne 
P  to safety in that floating ark.
 : : Damage at the beginning.
The Message, Maryam, v. 69, p. 465:
And thereupon We shall, indeed, draw forth from every
most determined in their disdainful rebellion against 
the Most Gracious.
Sibawayh, al-Kitab, pt. II, p. 399:
Harun b. Musa, the reader of the Qur'an, al-A«war, 
the grammarian, says that the Kufans - meaning c Asim, 
Hamza and al-Kisa'i - read it thus:
It is a good language; they put it in the acc. as 
they put it in the gen. when they say:
group of sinners ]] the ones that had been
/
U>
/
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, pp. 112-113:
When
Sum.
S J is a mudaf and not followed by 
it is formed with damm except in the gen.,
such as: /
meaning:
✓
and the saying of the Most High God:
But you say:
(continued)
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! s j 3 ^ ^  ^  v s ^ *
'  '• / / tf) .> * 
<  IL ^ j j  J i ^  . * -diJ L i i  > i J  tt
^  - * ^ 3  U >  * > C s J  '  " ' & >  "
V  0y%sj>*ziJL i^ */
Footnote 1 continued:
Ibn al-Sarraj, al-Usul, pt. II, p. 340:
When 5  ) is a mudaf and the sub. is
elided it is formed with damm in all its cases.
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 297:
S u m .
The assumption is:
or
As if when the sub. of its c o n j . sentence that 
refers to it - meaning 9 J  - is elided
it becomes weak, it then reverts to 
uninflectedness which demands.
1. Sh
2. Muhammad b. Ahmad.
Al-Zubaydi, al-Tabaqat, p. 153.
218
_  >  w
c  ' f c j b ’ c J * *  ‘ < 2 4 1 y  * i i i » 3
//
«  .€# i ! i . #r ' .7 . "  • W i i I. »
4*3*1) \ J j J j  5 j - t 3
X { $ ) '  9 ^  7 ~ *
• LAilj ■iJjj 4*-* \J*
5 U g J  v & t  - b - ^ " >
U - L ^ s ^ J  / i t L > . 1 )
1. Sh
2. Sh
3. Q
£  * . : Missing.
\ J & x l ? * q = \ J b a - U
v J u ^ u  in the sense of s y ^ J  is 
applied to rational masc. ^
4 - : ' J d A J J
5. *Umayr b. Shuyaym,- Dmayyad poet.
Al-Qutami, Diwan al-Qutamif pp. 6 , 11.
6 . Ibid., p p . 3 6 , 31:
S u m .
This v. is taken from a poem praising
(continued)
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Footnote 6 continued:
Zufar b. al-Harith al-Kilabi. They say also:
: Tent-pole. He says: 
\ H  f  ^  ^  : They knocked down
the house upon him.
Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, al-Addad, pt. II,
pp. 594-595:
, U H f D  •
t - U  : A > 1 ^ )  1 Tent-pole.
- j j  )* *  1 : Treated with injustice.
Al-Harawi, al-Uzhiya, pp. 311-312:
U & j U )
~  s /
Ibn al-Shajari, al-Amali, pt. II, p. 307:
; U U ^ J J  Some of the Arabs say
that the pi. of ^ S U J )  is also: V ----JX)J ■
This language comes after in eloquence.
Ibn Sida, al-Mukhassas, vol. VI, p. 7:____— - 0 • •
UULJl This means that they 
came in to al-Nucman in his house.
Al-Lisan, under the articles:
; * :
C c l ^  UJ )  • The pi. of 9 1 ^  „ J  J is:
- a i <> \  f ^  'and
: Hastened to
i t .
(continued)
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: O -rZ S *** >O j
V j i l J  L i i W
'fariAJ} s O \ £ X l j  L * * l e
c
Footnote 6 continued:
U L ^ l )  - L c U ^  7 - + p \ ^
/  - w
: He fought against 
his opponent with sword and such things.
1. Al-Azhari, al-Tasrih, pt. I , p. 132.
Ibn cAqil, Sharh Ibn cAqil, pt. I, p. 143.
Al-Qali, al-Amali, pt. II, pp. 258, 257:
The v. is by Mudarris b. Qurt b. al-Harith al-Muzani
C = ' i s k )
Excited it.
o ■ Joined
together; opposite of separated.
/ .  C *  / ~ A,
Has plenty of leaves; has good leaves. 
Aqrab al-Mawarid.
• 
• 
• 
•
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